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So long 
Veritas school finds just 
the right way to say good- 
bye to a retiring principal 
\COMMUNITY B1 
Prize bonanza 
Golfers lured from far and 
wide for tantalizing hole-in- 
on prizes at weekend 
open\SPORTS B16 
Brushing up 
Construction of the new 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
school leans closer to 
completion\NEWS A6 
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Bed cuts worry health advocates 
WORRIED ABOUT A far-reaching 
plan to change senior care here that 
includes bed closures, local health 
care advocates are reaching toward 
the levers of political power. 
At the request of local B.C. Lib- 
erals, members of a health task force 
will draft a resolution for discussion at 
a major provincial Liberal policy con- 
ference later this month in Prince Ru- 
pert. 
But members ~iy their resolution 
will express their concern about the 
new look for senior care, which shifts 
emphasis away from institutions to- 
wards community care, resulting just 
in Terrace of the closure of 25 of Ter- 
raceview Lodge's 75 beds. 
The Prince Rupert conference will 
be attended by Liberals from the 
northern ridings, Premier Gordon 
Campbell and his cabi- 
net and Liberal MLAs. 
It's one of a series of re- 
gional policy confer- 
ences planned across 
B.C. this year. 
Members of a local 
health task force mon- 
itoring group are leery 
about how the senior 
care plan put forward by 
the Northern Health Au- 
thority will play out, says 
a prominent member. 
"We're very, very 
skeptical it is really 
going to happen," said 
city councillor Lynne 
Christiansen. "How are 
they going to provide all 
of those community services?" 
Lynne 
Christiansen 
The new-look care plan in- 
volves turning institutions 
into facilities for those who 
need very high levels of 
care and that involves chan- 
ging the criteria for admis- 
sion. 
"They say they won't need 
the beds because the wait- 
ing lists have gone down. 
But the waiting lists have 
gone down because they've 
changed the criteria," said 
Christiansen, 
"We just doubt the people 
who will be in the cornmun- 
ity will have the support and 
care they'l l  need. We 
haven't seen a budget or a 
plan abouf'services." 
Christiansen said the task force is 
particularly worried about seniors who 
live in rural areas and how health care 
professionals will be provided for 
them. 
"The answer we get is that they can 
move to town. But there is already a 
lack of housing for seniors in town," 
she said. 
"I just have a feeling, and. maybe 
because they're young, they don't 
have a grasp of what it's really like to 
look after somebody at home," Christ- 
iansen said of the plan's drafters. 
She noted that northwestern resi- 
dents have seen past governments ry 
home-based care when hospital-based 
services were cut back. That resulted 
in bed closures, nursing shortages and 
anger in the conmaunity. 
"We just doubt they can carry this 
through. They just don't seem to be 
able to make it work." 
At the same time the monitoring 
group continues to push for the crea- 
tion in Terrace of a northwest trauma 
centre. 
"We'll be putting forth a resolution 
about his as well," Christiansen said. 
A crucial piece of the trauma 
centre plan is basing an orthopedic 
surgeon in Terrace. A third general 
surgeon is also necessary and Mills 
Memorial Hospital's CT scan device 
is outdated and needs replacement, 
Christiansen oted. 
The monitoring roup grew out of a 
group which assembled a list of medi- 
cal care needs in Terrace and area. 
That group came out of the health 
watch committee, which became both 
a critic of health care management 
practices and care levels in the area. 
II Culminating kiss 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY school graduate Keith 
Gagnon lays one on girlfriend and fellow grad Ashley Blake. 
Though the day was overcast, it was a shining moment for the 
grads. JESSIE GIES PHOTO 
Airport asks for runway money aid 
AIRPORT OFFICIALS think they could hear 
by the end of this month if the provincial gov- 
ernment will finance up to one-third of the es- 
timated $2.5 million cost of extending the 
main runway by 1,500 feet. 
Although the current 6,000 foot length is 
sufficient for immediate needs, airport officials 
want a longer unway to position the facility as 
the primary airport in the north and to attract a
low-cost carrier flying larger aircraft. 
Critics of the plan have seized on the pros- 
pect that a longer runway is an unnecessary 
expense and will only attract WestJet which 
will then affect local carrier Hawkair. 
But Terrace-Kitimat Airport Society chair 
Fraser Mackie said a longer runway is needed 
to attract carriers to service anticipated indus- 
trial, commercial nd tourist industry growth in 
the northwest. 
"We want Terrace to be the gateway for the 
northwest. We are already central and well- 
placed," he said. 
Getting a provincial grant to lower the bor- 
rowing cost is fairly crucial, Mackie noted. 
"We need their help to get it going," he said. 
Mackie said the project is ready to go to 
tender tomorrow if it had the money. Depend- 
mg upon good news from Victoria, he predict- 
ed enough work could take place this year to 
bring the project up to being ready for asphalt. 
That paving would take place next year. 
An airport society study foresees passenger 
growth from two areas should the runway be 
extended - regional air travellers who now use 
airports closer to their homes but who will be 
attracted by a low-cost carrier and internation- 
al tourists coming in large aircraft directly 
from their home countries. 
"It has been shown at other airports that de- 
pending on the airfare, air passengers will 
drive up to three hours to benefit from lower 
airfares. People already leave the northwest 
region to drive to Prince George to benefit 
from lower cost airline service," the study 
Cont 'd  Page A2 
Money woes 
ground air 
show here 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
LACK OF money has clipped the wings of the Terrace 
air:show. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The show Was supposed to take to the sky July 23 but 
last week word came that the show has been cancelled. 
Skyrocketing insurance costs and new rules requiring 
armed security escorts for all visiting American military 
aircraft opped the list of reasons to postpone the show 
until next year, say local air show committee members. 
"Insurance costs went up three times more than they 
were last time," air show executive member Jim Oliver 
said. 
The last air show in Terrace was in 2000 - before the 
September 11 terrorist attacks in the United" States. 
The committee also recently learned the American A- 
10 Thunderbolts, heavily-armoured aircraft known as 
"tank killers" air show officials wanted to bring here, re- 
quire at least two armed guards on duty 24 hours a day. 
That would have worked out to five days framed 
around the July 23 performance date. 
Committee members approached local security com- 
panies and the RCMP to provide coverage for the event, 
but weren't able to secure the guards. 
There aren't enough regular members available at 
short notice in the summer time, Terrace RCMP Inspec- 
tor Marlin Degrand said. 
Overtime costs for two RCMP officers would have 
topped $10,000. "I'm just not in a position to be able to 
do that," he said. 
The air show is an important community event, De- 
grand said, adding he would have explored other options 
if lack of security was the only reason for cancelling this 
year's event. 
"I'm told it was not their only reason for delaying the 
show," he said. 
Air show officials also blamed the struggling north- 
west economy for the postponement. 
The committee needed to raise more than $100,000 to 
cover expenses but only has in the neighbourhood of
$39,000 in its coffers. 
"The issue was that the cost of putting it on became 
more than we thought we could raise doing it through 
ticket sales," Oliver said, adding in the past the most 
spectators to attend the show was 5,000. 
Recent economic struggles in the area coupled with 
families moving away from Terrace to find work gave 
the committee reason to question whether or not they'd 
be able to attract enough people to the show to recoup 
the investment. 
The committee still plans to host the air show at a 
later date but only when enough money is raised to pay 
for it. No date has been set. 
Pete Weeber  
A Cranberry Connector, if you please 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TWO LOCAL governments could be 
headed down the same road when it 
comes to urging the province to take 
over the Cranberry Connector. 
The connector is a bumpy logging 
road joining New Aiyansh in the Nass 
Valley north of Terrace with Cranberry 
Junction on Highway 37. 
It was always a dusty, twisty drive 
but passable when it was maintained 
when there was logging going on. 
But with logging severely cutback, 
there is no more regular maintenance on
the road, turning the route into a mass 
of potholes and bumps. that road." issue at a meeting with regional district 
"That road is in such horrible shape," 
New Hazelton mayor Peter Weeber 
said. 
"You've gotta be awful desperate 
and have a good vehicle. I recommend 
a Hummer." 
He and other northwest leaders are 
reluctant to send tourists along the road, 
which could be part of a circle tour of 
totem poles and cultural sites in the 
Nass Valley, Oitanyow and Hazelton. 
"People don't, travel that road unless 
they have to," Weebar said, "I would 
hesitate to send a tourist with an RV on 
The trouble is, the connector is a log- 
ging road and doesn't fall under transpor- 
tation ministry jurisdiction. 
The Cranberry Connector is bound to 
be high on the agenda at an upcoming 
meeting between the Kltimat Stikine re- 
gional district board and representatives 
of the Nisga'a Lisims Government, 
The Nisga'a government recently in- 
vited the regional district o hold its Au- 
gust meeting in the new Lislms govern- 
ment building in NeW Atyansh, 
Nisga'a president Joe Gosnell and 
chairman Herbert Morven had raised the 
i( 
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officials in Terrace last month. 
Regional district officials later agreed 
to discuss joining the Nisga'a govern- 
ment's lobbying efforts to improve the 
road at the Aug, 15-16 meeting in New 
Aiyansh. 
Nisga'a government chairman Herbert 
Morven will take the board on a tour of 
the new Nisga'a Lisims Government 
building, built to house the new govern- 
ment and services following the comple- 
tion of the Nisga'a Treaty. 
Regional district directors will also be 
treated to a traditional buffet. 
i 
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Skeena contractor sues 
THE MAN WHO helped New Skeena Forest Products 
negotiate ground-breaking labour contracts which lower 
wages and introduces profit sharing is suing the company 
for fees he says aren't being paid and for money he says 
won't be paid. 
In a statement of claim filed June 16 in Supreme 
Court of B.C. Vancouver egistry, labour negotiations 
consultant Doug Quinn says he is owed $485,997.86 in 
back fees and for fees up until the end of September. 
At the heart of the claim is a one-year agreement 
Quinn says he struck in writing and orally in October 
2002 to provide him with $25,000 a month based on 125 
hours at $200 a month and, based on satisfactory servic- 
es, a $200,000 lump sum when the agreement concludes 
the end of this September. Quinn had been working for 
New Skeena prior to the agreement. 
Quinn also says he is owed a $100,000 bonus based 
on the successful completion of a contract with union- 
ized workers at New Skeena's Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
"In return for services which resulted in the defendant 
successfully concluding contract negotiations with the 
Pulp and Paper Workers of Canada union, which was 
recognized as "world class" and which enabled the de- 
fendant o get off the ground operationally, the defendant 
agreed and committed to pay the plaintiff a bonus based 
on these results," says the statement of claim. 
"The bonus was $100,000. The then-president, George 
Petty, guaranteed the payment of the $100,000 bonus to 
the plaintiff. This bonus has not yet been paid as the 
plaintiff agreed to defer payment until he end of the con- 
suiting agreement," it continues. 
Quinn states he performed his services "competently, 
appropriately and to the satisfaction of the defendant." 
In early 2003, Quinn says he agreed to reduce his 
monthly fee to $15,000 for February and March after be- 
ing told by New Skeena that it was in financial difficul- 
ties. This was done "on the understanding that when fi- 
nancing was complete, the $213,000 shortfall would be 
paid. The defendant has now secured that financing," 
Quinn's statement asserts. 
Quinn further indicates he is owed money for April, 
May and June and that New Skeena "has evidenced its 
intentions not to make further payments" which means 
he won't get paid monthly amounts for July, August and 
September. Nor will he receive the $200,000 end-of- 
agreement lump sum. 
"The defendant has taken steps which make it impos- 
sible for the plaintiff to carry out the continuing services 
between ow and September 31,2003. The plaintiff re- 
mains ready willing and able to supply the services," 
states the claim. 
Quinn, who has extensive labour negotiations experi- 
ence, crafted a pulp mill contract in Ontario which also 
lowered wages and provided profit sharing, was hired by 
New Skeena when it attempted to do something similar 
in Prince Rupert. 
The conclusion of the Prince Rupert contract is re- 
garded as a corner stone in New Skeena's efforts to low- 
er operating costs and secure labour flexibility once it 
finds the money to re-start hat mill. The Prince Rupert 
contract, in turn, was used as a pattern for New Skeena 
contracts with other unions, chiefly the IWA which rep- 
resents workers at the company's closed sawmill here. 
New Skeena president Dan Veniez has said many 
times that lower wage costs and lower operating costs 
were crucial for the company to have any chance of suc- 
ceeding. Veniez has declined comment on Quinn's. 
claims. 
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From front 
Airport asks for runway help 
indicates in a section on 
future business growth. 
Mackie said the idea of 
drawing in traffic from 
elsewhere around the 
northwest should not be 
taken as a sign of attack- 
ing other northwestern air- 
ports. 
"We're doing what we 
think is best for Terrace," 
he said. "We're not trying 
to be a detriment o the 
other airports. There will 
still be passengers in Smi- 
thers and Prince Rupert 
who will fly out of their 
own city." 
.:, • :: ~ ,H  I sTO RY  AT  :A :  GLAN C E =" :  • 
Five years ago 
SCHOOL DISTRICT spending could be cut by 
more than $3 million, states a special report com- 
missioned by education minister Paul Ramsey. 
In a series of sweeping recommendations de- 
The study leans heavily 
on the Prince George ex- 
perience where passenger 
traffic increased 99 per 
cent -  from 174,103 pas- 
sengers to 345,781 passen- 
gers - between 1998 and 
2000 after West Jet moved 
in. 
For Terrace, the antici- 
pated traffic increase per- 
centage was cut in half to 
come up with 45,000 
people based on the cur- 
rent figure of 90,000 pas- 
sengers a year. At that 
level the study estimates a 
direct financial impact of 
$360,000 from additional 
revenues tied to the $8 air- 
port user fee. 
Even at 18,000 passen- 
gers, Mackie is convinced 
resulting revenue will off- 
set expansion costs. 
The idea of internation- 
al charters and low-cost 
carriers bringing in new 
tourists should result in a 
$2.7 million revenue bene- 
fit to the region, the study 
finds. 
All told, the study fore- 
casts an economic gain of 
just over $4.2 million a 
year based on more traffic 
coming from large charter 
aircraft and a low-cost car- 
rier attracted by a longer 
runway. 
aF g ~1 rl~l#r~,~c~ rC~l~ i I c:l r e n 
rea l i ty  
signed to balance the district's budget in three 
years, the report says se~aior iadm, inistrat0rs, the 
school district's Kitimat office and music education 
in Terrace could be eliminated. 
Ramsey ordered the report two months ago after 
the Coast Mountains chool district first report a de- 
ficit of $1.345 million. 
Ten years ago 
ALCAN OFFICIALS deny the Kemano Comple- 
tion Project is in trouble even though they are seek- 
ing what they are calling a special deal to 
"revitalize the economics" of the project. 
The comments follow an Alcan announcement 
that it would take part in a federal environmental re- 
view of the project which has been on hold now for 
two years following a court decision ordering the re- 
view. 
"Alcan had no choice," company vice president 
:Bill Rich said. "We were forced into our current dif- 
ficult financial situation." 
Although the lower court ruling was overturned, 
Alcan will not start work again until a provincial re- 
view and any further challenges are over. 
The company has been meeting with the province 
for several months to find out if it can look forward 
to any compensation caused by the shutdown. 
Fifteen years ago 
TOURISTS ARE arriving in greater numbers ear- 
ly on in the summer season than they did last year. 
In June, 1,411 visitors checked in at the Terrace 
and District Chamber of Commerce tourist info cen- 
tre, a 50 per cent increase over the 958 who stopped 
in in 1997. 
We're finding that more are staying a day or two 
where before they would stop and ask about the 
ferries," said travel counsellor Ev Higginson. 
She and other travel counsellors ay tourists are 
arriving with more of a knowledge about the city 
and the northwest compared to previous years. And 
tourists want Kermode bear pins. 
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Vicki's family still waits 
Girl's 2002 
death 
remains a 
mystery 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
ONE YEAR after her four-year-old 
daughter Vicki died, Marlene 
McLean can still remember every 
detail of the days leading up to 
her daughter's death. 
She can remember dates, 
times, names of doctors and 
nurses that saw her daughter. 
She remembers making at 
least two visits to a clinic prior to 
the 2002 Canada Day long week- 
end, four trips to the Mills Mem- 
orial Hospital emergency room 
(ER) and at least six phone calls 
to ER looking for help for her 
Vicki. 
So it's hard for her to under- 
stand why nobody can tell her ex- 
actly why Vicki died. 
She passed away July 1,2002 
after battling flu symptoms in- 
cluding a persistent high fever, 
lethargy, stiff neck and back, sei- 
zures and hallucinations. Initial 
autopsy results indicated Vicki 
died of viral encephalitis which 
results in swelling of the brain. 
But a more detailed autopsy 
report dated January 29, 2003 
shows Vickl died of systemic in- 
fection but the definitive cause of 
the infection is unclear. 
The report, compiled by fore- 
nsic pathologist Dr. Jennifer Rice, 
shows the little girl most likely 
died of Yersinia - a rare bacteria 
which can cause a range of reac- 
tions from diarrhea and fever to 
systemic failure. Tests to confirm 
the diagnosis were not conclusive. 
"She had Yersinia but they 
couldn't really pinpoint it, how 
she got it or where," says Mc- 
Lean. "Still nobody really knows 
what happened." 
MARLENE McLean holds up a photo of her daughter Vicki just days after the toddler passed away 
last year. McLean says she still doesn't understand why her daughter died. FILE PHOTO 
until the coroner's inquiry is done. 
Local coroner Art Erasmus ays 
he should have that report finished 
this week. It must be reviewed by • 
his superiors and releasing it 
could take months. 
On June 6, 2003 McLean, her 
husband George, her mother and 
and her aunt Marge Quock met 
with Erasmus and the coroners 
service's medical investigator. 
"The medical investigator is 
asked to check on procedures of 
the hospital, the sequence of 
events, interview the staff that 
medical investigator's findings 
until he signs off on his inquiry 
into the death. 
,'The question I address is the 
fact that she wasn't admitted, did 
it contribute to the cause of 
death?" he says in adding he will 
include his thoughts on that ques- 
tion in his final report. 
McLean also says she still 
can't understand why none of the 
doctors who saw her daughter did 
any tests until the third emer- 
gency room visit. Vicki was given 
a urine test. 
"1 said people go to the hospital because they 
don't know what's wrong and they can do tests to 
find out what;s wrong withsomebody - that's why 
you go to the hospital." 
Questions that emerged in the 
days following Vicki's mysterious was involved at the hospital, 
death still linger a year later. Me- compare standards of care at the 
Lean has never been given any hospital to standards set up by the 
reason why her daughter was B.C. Registered Nurses Associa- 
turned away from Mills Memorial tion in order to determine all the 
the first time she brought Vicki in facts pertaining to this patient 
June 29. having been admitted and 
She and Vicki arrived at 6 a.m treated," Erasmus explains. 
and were told by the nurse to go But McLean maintains by the 
home and come back-after-8, a,m.--., time Vicki was admitted in the 
when a doctor would be"t'h'erel ............. '"effrl~j houi:s of July 1 - her fourth 
Northern Health Authority ad- visit to the emergency room in 
ministrator Cholly Boland says he three days -. it was too late. 
won't comment on Vicki's case Erasmus won't comment on the 
"I said people go to the hospi- 
tal because they don't know 
what's wrong and they can do 
tests to find out what's wrong with 
somebody - that's why you go to 
the hospital," McLean said of a 
talk she had with Erasmus. 
If Yersinia was the cause of 
Vicki's death, it may not have 
been c~ught because it ,is so rare, 
it: is n0t~the subject o f  routine 
tests. 
"They did say that there was 
an infection that couldn't have 
been seen unless an autopsy was 
done," says Marlene's aunt, 
Marge Quock. "That there was no 
way they could have seen it dur- 
ing that period." 
Cholly Boland offered to meet 
with the family after Vicki died 
but the fiimily has yet to agree to 
a meeting. 
"What we were waiting for was 
this (medical investigator's) report 
because they kept telling us it 
would be ready," says Quock. 
"We didn't want to meet with the 
administrators without anything in 
front of us." The medical invest- 
igators report was supposed to be 
sent to Quock soon after the June 
6 meeting, but she says she has 
not received it yet. 
Reminders of Vicki are every- 
where in the McLean home. 
Photos of her chubby, smiling face 
with sparkling brown eyes hang on 
walls and are displayed in frames 
in the family's living room. 
Vicki's death has been especi- 
ally hard on the McLeans and 
their extended family because she 
was a a girl. 
"It's hard for Marlene and it's 
hard for her daughter Roxanne and 
it's hard tO our: house because 
Victoria ~a s a:gifi,', Qu°ek.,sa~s. 
"For our house group we 'Ibst': Ii 
very important person - the 
women are the backbone of the 
house." 
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News In Brief 
Tourists welcome 
THE TERRACE and District Chamber of Com- 
merce's tourist information centre at its log build- 
ing on Hwyl6 has opened for the season with ex- 
tended hours. 
Two people have been hired to staff the office 
seven days a week from 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
each day. 
Kathy Arbuah, a commerce student, and Andrea 
Davis, a nursing student, were information centre 
employees last year. 
The centre provides recreation, accommodation 
and other information for tourists and locals. 
Shut off your engines 
THE TERRACE RCMP detachment is remind!ng 
local residents to turn off their vehicle engines and 
lock vehicle doors after an recent car theft. 
Police say a dark skinned man with thick, wavy, 
shoulder length hair tried to make off with a 
woman's car which was left running on the 5100 
block of Medeek Ave. 
The woman left her vehicle running outside her 
home while she ran inside. The man got inside the 
vehicle and started backing it out of the driveway 
when the woman ran outside and yelled at him, 
police said. 
The man, who is described as slightly over 
weight and standing between five-foot-10-inches 
and six feet tall, fled from the scene. 
Terrace RCMP did locate a suspect while pa- 
trolling the neighbourhood but the suspect was re- 
leased with no charges being laid. 
Anyone with information about this incident is 
asked to contact Terrace RCMP at 638-7400. 
Nisga'a in North Van 
SHOPPERS in North Vancouver will be able to 
sample barbecue salmon fresh from the Nass River 
Saturday. 
On July 5, Nisga'a fisheries officials host a Nass 
Valley salmon festival at Lonsdale Quay, a popu- 
lar market located on the waterfront that features 
fresh produce of every description and numerous 
boutiques; 
Four Vancouver area restaurants have been invi- 
ted to participate in a salmon cook off. The event, 
now in its second year, is designed to promote wild 
sockeye salmon from the Nass Valley. 
"We're doing what we can to promote Nass 
River resources," explained Harry Nyce Sr., a 
Nisga'a leader who chairs the Kitimat Stikine Re- 
gional District board. 
Shaw Cable TV and CKNW radio station are 
hosting the barbecue. Proceeds go to charity, Nyce 
said. 
• July 5 is also a big day in Gitwinksihlkw, where 
the village welcomes participants in the first an- 
nual Nass Valley salmon festival. 
The Lions Club in Gitwinksihlkw is hosting the 
day-long event, which features a barbecue, a sal- 
mon cook off, and many other events, including an 
intraiging-sottlading game Called Nisga'a Fear Fac- 
tor. 
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• Exterior Cut Wax &Polish 
• Polish All Chrome & Aluminum 
(Interior) 
• Complete Shampoo 
Of Headliner, Carpets & Seats 
• Door Jams Are Pressure 
Washed & Treated 
• All Stains Are Removed 
& A Dressing Is Applied ...... 
• All Vents Are Cleaned ,, 
& Deodorized 
• Windows Are Cleaned "4 
* Trunk Compartment Is 
Dismantled & Cleaned 
, Removal Of Stickers 
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. . . . .  No, not again 
IT'S BEEN more than a decade now that provin- 
cial officials all but put "Do Not Enter" signs up 
in front of hospitals. The idea grew out of a royal 
commission into health care and came with a 
handy slogan - Closer To Home. The intent was 
to shift medical services away from institutions to 
community care. 
There were several very good reasons for this 
grand adventure. Medical costs never go down. 
They only go up and in percentage amounts that 
far outstrip increases for any other service. Hus- 
o 
tling people out of hospitals as soon as possible 
was viewed as a way of containing these costs. 
Medical technological advances allowed far more 
day surgeries with new equipment, doing away 
with the need for long periods of hospital re- 
cuperation. 
This translated into the need for fewer beds and 
for fewer nurses. It's hard to believe it now, but 
nursing school seats were cut back and there were 
generous provisions for existing nurses to leave 
the profession. 
Unfortunately, "Closer To Home" never 
caught on with the public. As hospital beds and 
staff were cut, the perception was that of a loss - 
not a gain - on the community health services 
end. The number of beds in a hospital was a 
community status symbol. Closing them reduced 
that status. 
Because all of this went on under the NDP 
government of 1991-2001, bed closures and hos- 
pital cuts became a political liability which con- 
tributed to its unpopularity and contributed to its 
election defeat. 
, And now a new prgvincial government is go-.,~ 
ing t6 tit i t  agairi,ttiis t im6 When it comes tO Sen: 
ior care. Terraceview Lodge is to lose 25 of its 75 
beds under the premise that more will be done to 
allow seniors and others who need care to stay in 
their homes so that admission to a facility is de- 
layed as long as possible. 
On the surface, it is an admirable plan. Most 
people will want to stay in familiar surroundings 
for as long as possible. But as people age and the 
level of care required increases, those services 
must be available. 
Although the Northern Health Authority has re- 
leased its plan for the next several years, it is rath- 
er thin on detail. There is talk of boosting com- 
munity care, but no budget figures as to what will 
be saved by closing those 25 Terraceview beds. 
Neither are there any immediate budget figures 
on what will be spent on community and home 
care, how it will be structured and exactly what 
will transpire. 
This has to happen and happen soon to avoid 
yet again a growing sense of public doubt, fear 
and mistrust. A repeat of"Closer To Home" can-, 
not be allowed to take place. 
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TAKING ADVANTAGE OF NEW oPPoRTotNI"FIE$ IN FOR.EgllR~ tN I~.C. 
Get the state out of marriages 
VICTORIA - I have long be- 
lieved that there comes a time 
in a man's life wh'en he's 
overtaken by the world he 
lives in, when he no longer 
understands the forces that 
shape his time. 
For my father that time 
came when we, the young 
generation, embraced the new 
mus.ical genre, new for post- 
war Germany, called jazz. He 
didn't understand it and he 
certainly didn't like it. 
Some 55 years later, I have 
a hunch that I have finally 
reached the threshold of losing 
touch with my world. 
Music, it appears, isn't the 
problem for me. In spite of 
having spent many a memo- 
rable evening in concert halls 
and opera houses, I enthusias- 
tically embraced every new 
form of music that came 
along, from the early rock n' 
roll to modern rock. 
Of all things, it is Ottawa's 
decision to recognize gay 
marriages that leaves me 
I i I  ; l o l  ~ In  d: n : l lot : l , , , i  In uP':l I I  
HUBERT BEYER 
lutely no quarrel with the On- 
tario Court of Appeal's deci- 
sion to rewrite the definition of 
marriage to include same-sex 
couples. 
But man is not just made 
up of intellect. There is the 
other side of the brain, which 
whispers to me that the under- 
lying reason of marriage was 
never meant o make two peo- 
ple of whatever sex make feel 
good and accepted as part of 
doubting the sanity of the so- socie!y, but to protect the 
~': ciety I:'ad0pted ;as'. hay .~e~Ghd+ b: ch:ild÷eh ~-~ho cGuld ~ i'easonably 
home so many years ago. . . . .  be~:expected to' 'SlSring from 
Don't get me wrong, I am such a union. 
not approaching this issue 
from a religious angle. At 
least, I don't think so, 
although I can't be quite cer- 
tain, because, lapsed Catholic 
or not, the power of early re- 
ligious instruction or indoctri- 
nation cannot and should not 
ever be underestimated. 
Intellectually, I have abso- 
I entered into such a church 
and state-sanctioned-union 44 
years ago and four children 
sprang from it. 
Now as then, to me mar- 
riage was the bond that was 
designed to give stability to 
the family, to ensure that 
children resulting from said 
marriage would have the pro- 
tection they need to make it to 
adulthood. 
Not that homosexuals could 
do any more damage to the in- 
stitution of marriage than het- 
erosexuals have, what with 
more than one-third of all mar- 
riages ending in failure. 
In fact, the opposite seems 
true in my personal experi- 
ence. Two friends of ours have 
now lived with their same-sex 
partner for more than 20 years. 
One thing I should mention 
for the benefit of those who 
blame "activist judges" for 
what has become a heated na- 
tional debate. 
The judges are no more ac- 
tivist than you and I. When 
Canada adopted the Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms, Parlia- 
ment left the field wide open 
for the interpretation of said 
charter by the courts. 
I f  you want to blame 
someone, blame Pierre Tru- 
deau. He's the person who 
brought home the constitution 
and brought in the Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms which 
+'sei~ the stage for tfie'~udges to:'" 
have extraordinary powers af- -: 
fecting us all. 
So don't blame the judges. 
And now the issue is being 
sent to Parliament which will, 
by next year, be considering 
legislation to implement what 
the judges have determined. 
It promises to be quite the 
battle. 
One way to resolve what 
promises to be a long, bitter 
and essentially divisive debate 
is for the state to get out of the 
marriage business altogether. It
would be quite feasible. 
The institution of marriage 
originally fell within the sole 
responsibility of churches. 
States adopted it as a conveni- 
ent means of control. 
However, today, the govern- 
ment could opt our of the mar- 
riage business without losing 
any control. Common law is 
more than sufficient o sort out 
the tricky issues of property 
rights that are very much part 
of modern marriage. 
That would leave the issue 
of marriage to synagogues, 
churches and mosques. They 
would be free to bless or not to 
bless same-sex unions. 
Charter challenges to the 
aforementioned religions for re- 
fusing to "marry" same-sex 
couples would have little 
chance to succeed under the 
charter's religious freedom sec- 
tion. 
To sum up: I am confused. I 
have a feeling that the fast- 
ti'~lc cdui'se of <m0dern Catid- 
diaii society has left me in the 
dust. 
Then again, maybe I can 
catch up. Hell, I was a classi- 
cal music nut and ! learned to 
like the Barenaked Ladies. 
However, I draw the line at 
compulsory same-sex marriag- 
es. You've got to give me that. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-maih hubert@coolcom.com. 
Or phone him at (250) 381-6900. 
Tell somebody/ wher  
DO-IT-YOURSELF surgical 
amputation is becoming a 
popular pastime among out- 
doorsmen. 
In May, a Colorado moun- 
taineer extricated himself rom 
under a rock.'More recently, a 
53-year-old Saskatchewan 
farmer used his pocketknife to 
free two fingers trapped bet- 
ween steel rods on a rock 
picker. 
The farmer spent 66 hours 
in his field pinned to the spot 
like a coyote in a leg hold 
trap. Lacking food or water, he 
had only his seven year old 
border collie, Gopher, to keep 
him warm during the cool 
nights. 
While confined by the 
stone picker, he could hear his 
cell phone ringing in his trac- 
tor cab but had no way to an- 
swer it. Neither did any pas- 
serby notice him, though his 
tractor was within a kilometre 
of the road. 
When he tried banging a 
wrench on the steel frame to 
draw attention, two neighbours 
who heard his pounding pre- 
sumed he was repairing ma- 
chinery. 
Sad though this farmer's 
un,,, m l l o l l l t l '  [ ]  : !  I ;1 [e I~:1111 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
story is, a minister's wife re- 
marked, "He'd better be a 
bachelor. If his wife didn't 
bother to go looking for him 
for three days, she's in big 
trouble." 
His trouble, according to a 
heavy duty mechanic who 
makes his living repairing all 
kinds of farm equipment, 
comes from not keeping his 
equipment well maintained. If
the rock picker had been 
working properly, he would not 
have resorted to hammering on 
a wrench to try to wedge apart 
two steel bars to lower the 
machine from highway height 
to field position. 
Farmers are as competitive 
about their operations as ath- 
letes. Yet neither farmer who 
heard his repetitive pounding 
thought o drive over and see 
why he was in one spot for so 
long. 
Quite likely, little traffic 
passes his field. Unless an 
alert neighbour drove by soon 
after the mishap, about 7 p.m., 
returned several hours later 
and wondered why his tractor 
was running yet the outfit 
hadn't moved in several hours, 
he would be left to rescue 
himself. 
Too bad his cell phone was 
sitting in his tractor cab. He 
could hear it ringing but was 
unable to answer it. (This often 
happens at home to seniors or 
others who live alone, fall in 
the bathroom, and spend the 
night on the floor, unable to 
get up, yet within inches of the 
phone). 
GWG or some other maker 
of overalls and coveralls 
should manufacture a phone 
pouch easily switched from 
one garment o another so the 
phone is always on the person. 
. ,  . . . 
you are 
Mountain climbers and hik- 
ers know to file a "flight plan". 
Farmers and other outdoorsmen 
seldom do. Bachelors especial- 
ly would do well to let a reli- 
able neighbour know which 
field they are going to, with 
what equipment, and when 
they expect to return for the 
day. Then if he failed to return 
home on time, someone would 
check on him. 
This farmer might still have 
spent several hours in agony 
but he would have both hands. 
Infection demanded amputation 
of his left hand. 
Many accidents happen 
when a farmer crawls into or 
under a piece of machinery to 
fix some little thing. Monkey 
wrenching in the field while all 
alone can be a killer. Proper 
maintenance during off season 
is wise and safer. 
Anyone who works alone, 
fisherman, forester, hunter, 
needs to take extra care to stay 
safe. Filing a flight plan, using 
sound equipment, and keeping 
a cell phone on the person are 
especially important for safety, 
and a pocketknife honed to sur- 
gical sharpness just in case. 
l~ncd  A ~TNo'F~EALL~/!  ~oo~'S S?TP.A~GLI~ ALL YoO~EIS~R~ ONLI~ U 
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DON RAMSAY speaks with grader operator John McAIpine. He'll 
be doing surprise audits on maintenance workers more often 
once the next round of contracts are awarded. It's part of an 
overall plan to change how contractors manage their operations. 
[{oad r I 
Highways contractors prepare for more accountability as new contracts start. 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
GOVERNMENT cuts have hurt 
the ability of the transportation 
ministry to cheek up on work of 
highways maintenance contrac- 
tors. 
That means the contractors 
themselves will be responsible to 
do their own quality checks when 
it comes to plowing, sanding and 
other work. says a local transpor- 
tation ministry official. 
quality management systems of 
potential contractors. 
That checklist reflects a num- 
ber of issues the ministry wants 
addressed before awarding the 
contract. 
That includes whether or not 
the contractor has a detailed man- 
ual outlining procedures for doing 
their work including identifying 
jobs that needs to be done. 
The contractor must show the 
ministry everything from the qua- 
on,  
"If our contract were renewed 
as opposed to going out to bid 
again, we would be on the same 
timetable to produce the same 
manual," he says. 
"Because we just think it's the 
right thing to do in this day and 
age." 
That type of management sys- 
tem allows employees to follow 
programs more easily and shows 
the company where its strengths 
"The ministry nc longer has lifications of its staff, to how they and weaknesses are, Ryan says 
t.136'. ~t'~f,,t'6'b~able ~ carry, out anttcipaLe work to b~ done and, The ~ordin of the u comin 
.the:former quality management evaluated to how it plans to ad- contract has also shifted to place 
dress concerns of road users, a heavier emphasis on a proactive 
"We're expecting a tremen- approaehto he work. 
dous amount from them," says For example, says Ramsay, 
"it will require more work from us to keep better 
track of things than we did in the past." 
the maximum build up of snow 
permitted before plowing starts is 
4 cm. 
"Now we're encouraging them 
to start before it gets to 4 era," 
Ramsay says. 
"Because if you wait and the 
rate of snowfall is too high he's 
going to have less of a chance of 
meeting those maximum allow- 
able accumulation guidelines." 
Ramsay adds there will be 
some leeway built into that speci- 
fication offering some understand- 
ing in extreme, situations where, 
ihe contractor can't keep up w'ith 
the rate of snowfall. 
In those situation the contractor 
will be expected to contact the 
ministry with details of the situa- 
tion. 
The new specifications Will 
also see the contractors answering 
to the public more now than in the 
past. 
"We're moving to require them 
to become the primary communi- 
cators with the stakeholders," 
Ramsay says. 
That means calls from the pub- 
lie will increasingly be handled by 
the contractor than the ministry. 
The public will also have a 
hand in a new boqus system the 
ministry is implementing based on 
contractors' performances. 
Those evaluations are done by 
local district ministry officials, of_ 
ficials from other districts and by 
stakeholders - bus drivers, ambu- 
lance, fire department employees 
and truck drivers. 
. Depending on the contractor's 
rating they could get a bonus 
worth up to two per cent of the 
contract's annual value. 
Nechako's current contract is 
worth $7.066 million. 
If they secure the next contract 
and score at the highest level they 
could receive up to $140,000 per 
year in bonus money. 
system that existed," says Don 
Ramsay. 
In the past inspections were 
conducted by ministry employees, 
recorded and forwarded to main- 
tenance contractors which were 
also given a certain rating. 
"That system has really been 
abandoned," Ramsay says, add- 
ing the ministry will still assess a 
contractor's performance based on 
scheduled and surprise audits. 
Highway travellers will be en- 
couraged to phone their local 
maintenance contractor and the 
ministry will be checking those 
calls and the contractor's re- 
sponse. 
The new quality control sys- 
tem will be a feature as mainte- 
nance contracts around the pro- 
vince come up for tender. 
Tenders for the contract in this 
area, now held by Neehoko 
Northcoast Construction, go out 
Aug. 2003 and close in October. 
Maintenance contractors bid- 
ding on the next contract here - 
for 2004-2014 in this region - are 
being asked to provide extremely 
detailed plans for how they ex- 
pect to comply with specifica- 
tions for maintenance as set out 
by the ministry. 
The ministry has a 36-point 
checklist it'll use to evaluate the 
Ramsay, adding in the past con- 
tractors had to present a business 
plan which included what re- 
sources the company had and how 
they would be used. 
"Now it's just a far more com- 
prehensive documentation f how 
they are going to manage their 
business that we're requiring." 
That means companies bidding 
on contracts have a lot of paper- 
work to get completed before the 
contracts come out for tender. 
Neehako Northcoast officials 
say that type of accountability 
was expected before, only the 
new contract is formalizing it 
more .  
"It will require more work from 
us to keep better track of things 
than we did in the past," says 
company president, John Ryan, 
adding his company was already 
in the process of developing the 
same type of quality control sys- 
tem, the ISO 9,000, that the mini- 
stry is basing it's specifications 
while contractors were required to 
do regular road patrols to asses 
winter conditions, now if a storm 
is forecast the contractor will 
have to increase those patrols, re- 
cord how they were increased and 
be able to show the ministry that 
was done when records are audi- 
ted. 
Ramsay says that proactive 
emphasis comes, in part, from 
feedback from drivers around the 
province. 
Over the past few years, the 
ministry has received input from 
drivers throughout the province 
who say contractors are doing a 
good job once crews are on the 
roads, but feel crews need to be 
there faster at the onset of bad 
weather. 
For instance, the last contract 
outlined the maximum snow 
depths "at which point the con- 
tractor will have started plowing." 
On class A roads such as Hwy 
16 which runs through Terrace, 
Terrace Nisga'a Society sets sights 
on glooal economtc ma'ket 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE TERRACE Nisga'a Society may become 
the province's first First Nations group to adopt 
an internationally recognized management 
program which the group hopes will raise its 
profile in the global economic ommunity. 
The society has already started the process 
of becoming ISO 9000 (International Organi- 
zation for Standardization) certified - the 
same management model the highways mini- 
stry is requiring its maintenance ontractors to 
follow, 
Terrace Nisga'a Society (TNS) officials say 
by getting certified any future economic ven- 
tures will have a built-in level of accountabil- 
ity and transparency that will give them the 
competitive edge in the global market, 
"The Asian market will not get involved 
with any products that are not ISO certified," 
says Charles McKay, TNS vice president. 
It takes between 12-14 months for the c.erti- 
While it's an extensive process, McKay 
says the ideas of transparency and account- 
ability which are at the core of ISO standards 
compliment the existing cultural practices of 
the Nisga'a people such as the feast system 
which is based on openness. 
The local group was selected by Western 
Economic Diversification Canada to undertake 
ISO as a demonstration project with the hope 
that the management and operating uidelines 
will be a national and international model for 
First Nations people. 
Western Economic Diversification kicked 
in $100,000, the Royal Bank contributed 
$10,000 and Aboriginal Business Canada gave 
$66,900 to the society to get the project off the 
ground and contribute to capital costs, 
While TNS is a non-profit group, it an- 
nounced June 19 the development of SkeeNass 
Ventures Ltd, - a for-profit corporation owned 
by the society. The new economic arm of the 
It opens tl 
door for futu 
possibilities su, 
as selling pil 
mushrooms on t 
global market 
even getting in 
information tec 
nology, says TI ~ 
admin is t ra t ,  
David Roothma, 
SkeeNass Ve 
tures will al 
adopt the ma 
agement syste~ 
Roothman says. 
Only thr, 
other aborigin 
groups in Canada, 
all in the east, 
have ISO certifi- 
Charles McKay 
fication process to become complete - mainly organization is focussing on what they call re- cation including a Quebec based group that 
because there is plenty of paperwork involved getation management which Includes slashing sells millions of blueberries on the internation- 
and a revamping of how operations are run. and harvesting contracts, al market every year, he says, 
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The Mail Bag 
Knitting makes sense 
Dear Sir: 
Re: "Welcome to the circus that is the four-day 
week" letter to the editor from Mr. Clay Dunsford, 
June 25, 2003. 
I guess an explanation of my knitting during school 
board meetings i  in order. Kitimat people are so used 
to me knitting all the time that it never occurred to 
me that others might not understand. 
Those of your readership who are educators, or 
interested in learning styles, will know that there are 
basically three learning styles; visual, auditory and 
tactile-kinesthetic. The visual folks learn best by 
reading. The auditory folks learn best by hearing. The 
kinesthetic folks learn best by involving the body and 
movement. I am one of the latter. 
Research based studies in neurophysiology have 
shown that physical experiences create especially 
strong neural pathways in the brain• When people 
participate in tactile/kinesthetic a tivity, the two 
hemispheres of the brain are simultaneously engaged. 
This type of learning experience helps assure that the 
new information will be retained in long term 
memory. 
An ancient Chinese proverb says, 
I hear and l forget, 
I see and I remember, 
I do and I understand. 
You will appreciate that the learning curve for a 
senior citizen joining the school board is very high, 
even though I am a retired educator. So I knit 
(sweaters for world relief). And have done for the last 
60-plus years. 
It's interesting that it was World War 11 that 
taught my elementary school brain how I learned best. 
Today you can take all kinds of tests to see which 
type of learner you are. Not then. We didn't have 
school libraries, so each day after lunch our teachers 
read novels to us. "I hear and I forget" kicked in. 
But because it was wartime we were expected to 
knit scarves for the Canadian soldiers overseas. The 
Red Cross provided the wool. The young girls knit 
scarves, the older girls, Grade 4 and up, knit socks. 
My teacher one year said that we could knit during 
story time as. long as we didn't ask for help. Voila! "I 
do and I understand" kicked in. So I knit my way 
through life - university classes, workshops, 
conferences, conventions, TV programs, and school 
board meetings. 
At the end of an all-day educators workshop on the 
brain, its functions and enhancements last year we 
three knitters amongst 200 attendees were praised by 
the presenter for doing the very best thing to quietly 
improve our brain function and use it. 
For those on the internet, search out the word 
"kinesthetic" through google.com or askjeeves.com 
Maybe you should be knitting also. 
Dorothy Leuze, 
Coast Mountains School District Trustee, 
Kitimat, B.C. 
. . . . . .  SO W hat fio' y0u expect? 
An open letter to: 
Christy Clark, 
Minister of Education 
Dear Ms. Clark: 
When we had the pleasure of your brief visit early 
this year we were encouraged toconsider a shortened 
instructional work week as one of the tools our school 
district could enlist. 
Spurred by both your counsel and Boundary School 
District's experience in both areas - fiscally and 
educationally - the board later voted to implement a
four-day instructional week. 
You were recently quoted in The Terrace Standard 
that school boards are required to put student 
achievement ahead of finances. Please rest assured 
that this board throughout i s deliberations always 
puts students first. Predictably the board of school 
trustees' decision was not well received by our 
communities throughout our school district. 
In view of what is happening in this district, that 
is, having to deal with a serious decline in enrolment, 
a frail economy where young people are looking for 
work elsewhere, and an underfunded school system, 
the board was left with very few and mostly 
troublesome options. 
The question remains, minister, how do you expect 
us to meet today and future educational objectives 
and fiscal responsibilities without us taking this 
drastic measure? The Rural Task Force report posted 
on the government website may address ome of the 
issues, o that end, we strongly urge your ministry to 
act on many of its recommendations today. Our 
heartland students deserve better. 
Peter King, Chair, 
Coast Mountains School District, 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Moving on in 
Dear Sir: 
It appears like there's a new province in the 
making and B.C. citizens, the ones that built this 
province, will not be a part of it. One church in 
Terrace reports about 100 families have left the area 
due to lack of employment. That's just one church. 
Our premier has announced that people are coming 
back to B.C. He has allocated $10 million for the 
development of immigrant children. As British 
Columbians are leaving the province, the premier is 
filling it back up with foreign immigrants. 
These people will work for less wages and vote for 
the party willing to hand out tax dollars for the 
development of foreign people. 
Lloyd Brlnson, Nass Camp, B,C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VgG 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail 
us at newsroom@terracestandard.com. No 
attachments, please. We need your name, 
address and phone number for verification, Our 
deadline Is noon Friday or noon Thursday if It's a 
long weekend, 
r 
( 
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Pot smokers lweren't causing 
any trouble on these nights 
Dear Sir: 
I read with interest wo 
recent stories reported in The 
Terrace Standard. The first 
being about havoc wreaked 
on a local campground over 
the May long week end. Six- 
teen youths and young adults 
held in the drunk tank, seven 
roadside suspensions were 
issued and two impaired 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
charges resulted. Many alcohol confiscations were made. It's common knowledge thai road racing, vandalism, 
The second story a couple weeks ago reported the po- reckless behaviour and other bad choices are made 
lice broke up a large party of 400 youths and young while under the influence of alcohol. 
adults in a North Terrace neighbourhood. Huge amounts Where was M.A.D.D. or other groups, police and con- 
of alcohol were seized and destroyed, cerned parents when the drinking age was lowered 30 
Where was the pot smoking youth? Probably at home years ago?What message does this send our youth? 
watching movies, playing video games and waiting for The medical scientific ommunities readily acknowl- 
pizza to be delivered. I think it's about time we revisit edge alcohol as being far more harmful than marijuana. 
our drinking age~ - Bob Erb, Terrace, B.C. 
Pine bl ,..]ht cost fix 
remains a bit murky 
IT'S NOT yet clear who will have to on Nisga'a lands. 
pay to deal with an epidemic of Dothi- "Our forestry staff have confirmed 
strorna needle blight threatening lod- it's a problem that's getting worse," 
i i 
gepole pine forests in the region. 
Responsibility for replacing blighted 
stands could fall to the provincial gov- 
ernment - rather than forest companies 
- i f  the timber is old enough to have 
been declared "free growing." dealing with any forest health problem 
The blight now infects forest stands that threatens timber on adjacent 
covering 50,000ha, including the Ter- Crown land. 
race area, the Nass and high concen' But it also says the province must 
trations in the Kispiox and Cranberry take "all reasonable measures', for a 
areas along Hwy37. problem on Crown timber that threa- 
It is a killer fungus, destroying any tens Nisga'a forests and compensate 
market potential that could have arisen the Nisga'a for any loss of timber if 
from logging, those efforts fail. 
It could also mean big costs for the "We're scrambling, looking for sup-" 
Nisga'a Lisims Government in dealing port from the ministry of forests and 
with the sizable infestation of timber the licensees," Azak said. 
said Collier Azak, lands and resource i 
director for the Nisga'a Lisims Govern- ii 
ment. i l  
The Nisga'a treaty makes the 
Nisga'a government responsible for ~i 
/h  . . . . . .  
i 
OUT WITH the old in with the new as Dennis Zur- 
owski and Stuart McCormack (top) remove asbes- 
tos from the old 8keena Junior school while Dan- 
ny Roy (right) puts on a coat of paint on the new 
8keena Junior school. JESSIE GIES PHOTOS 
School demo 
work underway 
DEMOLITION of the old Skeena Jr. Secondary School 
has begun and will continue on through the summer ac- 
cording, to Todd Hollett, vice-principal of the school. 
Crews are slowly removing items such as lockers and 
sinks that can be used in the new building, now under 
construction. Hollett said half of the old school's reus- 
able contents have been moved to the new Skeena and 
the upper floor of the new building has been waxed. 
Crews will begin to tear down old Skeena beginning 
this week, according to Fred Deleu of Swagger Con- 
struction, the company that is building the new school. 
Deleu declined to comment on when the new school 
will be finished. 
Hollett said the new school will open for the new 
school year beginning Sept. 2, but staff will move into 
the building beforehand. "Our hope is to be unpacked by 
mid-August," Hollett said. 
Other items from the old school that are reusable, 
such as doors and windows, will be auctioned off some- 
time this summer. The date has yet to be announced. 
~ol ten~ to the foEowing ~n o~ 
curfew"Co.lien Tire [lye 
12. EZ~IH ~L, 81-3199~ 
P0ge 12.]8' I~nel~ P001, 81.3193-8 
!NTIAL  
A'Y SPA ' I 
Spa Essentials welcomes 
Brooks to our team. She 
received her, Esthetics diploma 
from th'~Paul de ~sta Aveda 
Concept School in Victoria, B. C, 
as well as her degree in 
make-up artistry from the 
Blanch Macdonald school in 
Vancouver. Brooks enjoys 
working with people of all ages. 
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Safeway Hot Dog or 
Hamburger Buns 
Select varieties. 
Package of 12. 
Lay's 
Potato Chips 
Assorted varieties, 
245 to 260 g. 
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Vandals ransack 
' I ISKEENANATIVEi'  , ..~, ~: ( 
, DEVELOPNENT:SOCIETYI: local greenhouse 
and leave gift behind 
TWO PACKAGES of oriental noodles 
were left after vandals ransacked a green 
house in the Terrace Anti-poverty com- 
munity garden located on the 2700 block 
of Evergreen St. 
A gardener arrived at the scene at 7:30 
a.m on June 27 to discover four missing 
tomato plants, ripped up pepper plants 
milies this summer. 
The main Terrace churches food bank 
is closed during the summer months, ac- 
cording to Shimmel, so the anti-poverty 
group, among others, is looking for ways 
to feed hungry families in Terrace. 
Shimmel is looking for people who 
have spare time and want to grow their 
and other damage, own food or food for others, 
One opened and one unopened pack- She also need volunteers to help clean 
age of noodles was also found, up the garden which spans over nearly an 
A wooden pallet was still against he 
chicken-wire fence surrounding the gar- 
den which garden coordinator Paula 
Shimmel believes helped the guilty party 
enter the property. 
Shimmel said the perpetrator ~ perpe- 
trators tried to get into the garden shed as 
well, but was unable. 
"It's senseless vandalism," Shimmel 
said. 
Shimmel said she was angered by the 
vandalism because plants destroyed were 
to be used to feed poverty-stricken fa- 
acre. 
She hopes to make the community 
garden a place for families to go and 
II Cleaning up 
LEN BRUGGEMAN,  left, and Bud Kirkaldy re- 
pair headstones and tidy gravesites at  the Kit- 
sumkalum Graveyard. JESSIE GIES PHOTO 
hang out, get some exercise, and barbe- 
cue. 
She also suggested that those in men- 
tal health homes could come to the gar- 
den as a way to share company in a 
healthy environment, 
KIMBERLY DIGNARD, left, holds up a package of 
noodles found in the greenhouse after vandals 
The garden is one of two maintained broke in last week. Her mother Paula Shimmel, 
by the Terrace Anti-poverty Group. A sac- • right, coordinates the community garden where the 
end smaller garden is located on Legion greenhouse is located. JESSIE GIES PHOTO 
Ave. 
Planters worry deal 
cuts them out of work 
A HANDSHAKE agreement between 
New Skeena Forest Products and silvicul- 
turalists Brinkman and Associates for the 
latter to take over silviculture work on the 
company's TFL 1 licence area has local 
planting contractors worried. 
"We've basically been excluded from 
this process," Ken Kubota of Backwoods 
Contracting told city council members 
June 23. 
Kubota and other local silviculture n- 
terprises said New Skeena began talks 
with Brinkman without involving local 
contractors. "We just want an opportunity 
to compete in an open market," Kubota 
said. 
The city is writing Dan Veniez, presi- 
dent of New Skeena, outlining council's 
support for local contractors. 
"He should be doing everything he can 
to create jobs in the local community," 
said councillor David Hull of Veniez. 
Don Stuart, another executive of New 
Skeena, said the company has to look for 
more cost-effective ways of running its 
business once it is able to open up opera- 
tions again. 
He said the company is focussed on 
securing what it needs to being operations 
and that agreements with contractors is 
not a main concern right now. 
"There have been discussions about 
those types of things, but there has been 
MISTY RIVER 
Your Full ~ervice Tackle & Hunting Specialists 
HWylOW~ 
5008 Agar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
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northern photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4-4736 I.okel~ Avenue 
no strategy finalized," Stuart said. 
Brinkman and Associates is a private- 
ly-owned company based out of New 
Westminster with an office on Agar Ave. 
in Terrace. They have been working with 
New Skeena, formerly Skeena Cellulose 
Inc., since 1976. 
"Brinkman considers itself a local 
contractor," said Cathy Craig, regional 
manager for Brinkman and Associates. 
"We have every right to work in the 
Terrace area. We are just conducting 
business as usual." 
Craig said the company is discussing 
long-term stewardship agreements with 
New Skeena, but nothing has been agreed 
upon. 
"I don't know what the big deal is, to 
be perfectly honest," Craig said. 
"In my opinion, everything has been 
really blown out of proportion. No one 
even knows if they (New Skeena) will be 
a company in six months." 
Some local contractors hope to put for- 
ward a proposal for TFL 1 next fall when 
the Brinkman and Associates contract is 
up. 
Stuart said local contractors hould 
continue to follow the ,issue. 
"They should be keeping in touch with 
Skeena, understanding the company's 
needs and how they can meet those 
needs," he said. 
I ] Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
I 
$1,000.00 for Information loading to an arrest and/or con-  
v ict ion.  If you have any In format ion call "Cr ime Stoppers" 
at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. Callers win NEVER be 
requ i red to reveal their  name or  testify In court .  Cr ime 
Stoppers does NOT subscribe to call display. 
kC 0 Mobile Homes • Travel r . ,~  
   eNI[NT DRIV  
• 250 635 5232 
Fax: 250.635-3288 
4635 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SAAN) 
SNDS is offering assistance for youth to participate in 
sports, recreation a d fine arts in Urban Terrace. 
"Our objective isto provide opportunities formental, 
physical, emotional nd 
spiritual ( ife balance) growth of Aboriginal youth." 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
PLEASE CONTACT ARNIE 
THIS PROGRAM RUNS ON A YEAR.ROUND BASIS 
 mma'mBus° Bs h:°catl° 
.,1 RIC  
Co's.n, T..s 30-50% OFF 
Collectables30% OFF 
Terrace Peaks Summer  Camps 
am a fua way for children ages 6 and up to continue 
their gymnastics training or Icam the skills of 
gymnaslic~ Camps indudea ~ ie ty  of activities 
including games, relay races and arts & cnd~ 
Choose from our full day camp or half day camps 
$150.00 
$80.00 
Ful lday camp: 
Hal f  day: 
(rooming ar afternoon) 
EaHy dmp-of f l  lale pick up: 
(30 minutes maximum )
$15.00/week 
SummerInmraace: $5.00 
*q'his k zqttml far throe im~dlmts who h~ not bern reghend 
in a Tcrm~ Pedro IXOlpum dudqj the 2/X)2/203 Semon. 
July July 
Jaly 14~ July 18~ 
July 21st July 25th 
July 28th Aug 1st 
Su~Carnp  2003 
Camp Schedul~ 
9:00 Check-in ~z~ 
9:15-9:30 warm-up games & "~ t 
stretching -~"  ~ 
9:30-10:45 t, vnmastics gY 
10:45-11:15 
11:15-12:00 
12:00 
12:00-1:00 
1:00-1:15 
1:15-2:45 
2:45-3:15 
3:[5-4:00 
4:00 
mack breakJcrafls 
gymnastics 
1/2 day ¢m~pers lmve 
Lunch (campers stay ~ the gym) 
warm-up games & flexibility 
gymnastics 
mack break/craft sym . c 'games 
e--pe.go).e 
Parent  & Tot Summer  Program 
Terrace Peaks is excited to offer summer 
programs for Parent & Tots Join us for a 
week of gymnastics and crafts We are 
offering an hour full of games, gymnastics 
and crafts 
Ages: 2 & 3year aids 
Parents participatlon 
10:30.11:30 
$30.00 
**$5.00 Insurance isrequked if your child hasn'i par- 
ticipated ina program during the 2002/03 season 
Minknum $ students requlred for session to be held 
Preschoo! Summer  Pro o rams 
Join usin the afternoon for an enjoyable 
program for the 4 & 5 year olds. They wUlbe 
ente~talned for the hour wi~ crafts, games 
and gymnastics 
Ages 4 & 5 year aids 
2:30-3:30 
$15,00 
* *$5.00 Insurance is required i f~ur child 
hasn't pardclpaled In a pmgram during the 
2002-03 season 
To register pleme contact: 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club 
.... Box 212, 
Terrace, BC 
VgG 4A6 
Phone: 638-0447 
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Mayor 
defers 
on stat 
shopping 
TERRACE's rdayor says 
he wants the chamber of 
commerce to decide the 
contentious holiday shop- 
ping issue. 
Jack Talstra said coun- 
cil will likely ask the busi- 
ness-association to recon- 
sider the issue of whether 
stores should be open on 
statutory holidays. 
"If the chamber decides 
they want to go one way 
we would probably ap- 
prove it," he said. 
The chamber has con- 
ducted a series of faxed 
surveys of its members on 
the issue. 
Majorities of the gen- 
eral membership and the 
retail membership opposed 
opening up holiday shop- 
ping. 
But 64 per cent said yes 
- in a third survey - to al- 
lowing shopping on sum- 
mer holidays only, chiefly 
to benefit the tourism in- 
dustry. 
Talstra said the surveys 
reveal a deep split. 
"They basically say 
that the town is divided 
-50-50 really," Talstra 
said. 
I Hard at it 
LEM RUSSELL of Russell Painting and Sandblasting works on the Kon- 
dolas building on Lakelse Ave which is being painted mustard yellow. 
NaI-Mart construction start; 
.,ith plan of Decemc er opening 
CONSTRUCTION BEGAN 
this week on a 105,835 
square foot Wal-Mart store 
on the Hwyl6 property just 
before the bridge connect- 
ing to Ferry Island. 
At approximately $6 
million and with another 
6,000 square feet for a 
loading dock and a garden 
!centre, the project is the 
largest commercial deve- 
lopment seen in the city in 
recent years. 
It also marks a west- 
ward expansion of the re- 
tail big box giant following 
the opening late last year 
of a store in Prince 
George. 
Construction began 
after final approvals were 
Police 
signed off last week and a 
December opening date is 
being eyed. 
More than 500 parking 
spaces are being planned - 
just short of the number at 
the Skeena Mall - and the 
store's size is that of Ca- 
nadian Tire and the Real 
Canadian Wholesale Club 
There's also enough 
room for more develop- 
ment either by Wal-Mart 
itself or by someone to 
which it can sell the prop- 
erty. 
Dominion Fairmile, an 
international construction 
company, is the general 
contractor. 
The project lands were 
assembled by a private 
sale and by the sale by the 
city of the property on 
which its animal shelter 
once sat. The shelter has 
since been moved and the 
empty building will be tom 
down. 
Also up for removal is 
the former River Industries 
structure. "It' ~/:igl~f~t'~n ; the 
middle of their mare ac- 
cess, so it has to come 
down," sa~d city regulatory 
services director Paul 
Gipps. 
Final approval came 
after negotiations between 
the city and Wal-Mart de- 
veloper First Pro Shopping 
Centres concerning set- 
backs from the river, a 
SHERRIE MILNE stands in front of her new proper- 
ty, the old police station located on the corner of 
Lakelse Ave. and Kalum St. A metal gate across 
the entrance is approximately 100 years old. 
walking path along the 
river and with residents of 
neighbouring properties 
who were worried about 
how the size of the struc- 
ture will affect heir views. 
The setback negotia- 
tions also involved provin- 
cial ministries and the 
transportation ministry was 
"iffv019ed When :'it cairte to 
access from the property to 
the highway. 
building 
bought 
THE OLD police building 
on the corner of Lakeise 
and Kalum, which aroused 
controversy when it was 
painted purple several 
years ago by a former ten- 
ant, is being converted 
into a women's clothing 
store. 
Sherrie Milne from Ter- 
race and mother Harriett 
Howell bought the build- 
ing, built early in the last 
century by the now-defunct 
BIC, Provincial Police 
agency, and are turning it 
into SHI ' a shop for wom- 
en over 30. 
The mustard yellow 
coat  went on in early June, 
replacing the purple co- 
.16url 
That latter colour was 
criticized by some people 
for detracting from the 
buiiding's historical signif- 
ieance. But the colour also 
drew out those in favour of 
the hue, 
Mi lne said the store is 
:named after the mother- 
'daughter  ownership team. 
i The "S" is for Sherrie, the 
H for Harriett and the 
I for incorporated. 
, She and Howell plan to 
sell mid to high-end mer- 
chandise including casual 
and evening wear, as well 
as accessories. 
you / 
~ . H~,~ f~A .
The Terrace Little Theatre ~'~--~ 
and the Bank of Montreal 
would like to THANK all the 
• businesses and individuals 
who helped to make our 
5th. Annual Golf Scramble 
a Great Success 
N 
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Sht ,pping habits probed 
A TEAM from the University of Northern British Colum- tion to northwestern B.C. on what is going on and to add 
bia (UNBC) is conducting a survey keying on the shop- 
ping habits of northwestern esidents. 
On-line shopping and the growth of big box retailers 
have changed the consumer habits of the northwest in 
recent years, says UNBC geography associate professor 
Grcg Halseth. 
"We want to look at what people are doing and how 
shopping habit changes have affected people," said Hal- 
seth who has mailed out 1,I00 surveys - 400 of which 
were sent to Terrace residents. 
"With Wal-Mart, Canadian Tire and the wholesale 
store in Ten'ace, shopping has come up several times 
and the northwest seemed like a good place to do this," 
said Halseth. 
He said improvements in transportation, changes in 
consumption habits and new ways of shopping in the 
northwest are being repeated in every other rural area 
across the country. 
"At the end we hope our work will provide informa- 
to the debate on issues such as shopping locally," Hal- 
seth continued. 
In particular, Halseth hopes to find out more about 
how people make decisions on where they shop and why. 
Results will not only useful for individuals but to pub- 
lie sector bodies and the private sector interested in 
market research information. 
A 15 per cent survey return will provide Halseth with 
the kind of data they need. He notes that previous ur- 
veys on northern issues in other areas have seen up to a 
25 per cent response. 
Halseth and others from UNBC have studied changes 
in the north for the past nine years. They've looked at 
house prices and commuting habits to Prince George in 
Mackenzie, at how Tumbler Ridge is changing itself 
from a coal mining town and at how Valemount and Mc- 
Bride, which are fairly isolated, share services. 
Halseth expects the shopping study to be finished by 
mid-fall. 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
. Serving ~e No,west [or l0 yeon 
, Full Face Orth0d~tic Care 
, Invisdgn. the inv[subb brutes 
, T.M.J. T~eatmut 
. Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
. Teeth Whitening (Bleaching) 
. Latex Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 
Did you know that o child s~ould be seen 
their finl o~thodontic s teenlng before age 7t 
STRONG MESSAGE greeted passersby at 
Azad Adventures last week after the front win- 
dow of the sporting goods store was smashed 
and three expensive bikes taken. Pictured are 
owners Shane and Suki Spencer. 
Reward prompts 
bikes' return 
A $500 reward appears to have prompted the spee- 
dy return of three high end mountain bikes stolen 
from a local sporting oods store last week. 
Thieves broke into Azad Adventures on Lazelle 
Ave. at 4:41 a.m. June 25 by smashing the store's 
front display window before making off with three 
mountain bikes, a backpack and some clothing to- 
talling more than $10,000. 
The after hours alarm for the store is set up to 
sound at the home of Shane and Suki Spencer, the 
shop's owners. 
Although Shane Spencer was at the store within 
minutes of the alarm going off, he says he just 
missed the thieves who took the Cannondale Ge- 
mini 900 bikes, which retail at more than $3,000 
each. 
"I threw on my pants and ripped down here in 
my bare feet and just missed them by seconds," 
Spencer said. "The alarm only goes off for four 
minutes and when I got there it kept going for a 
full minute." 
Spencer said sevettil people from the local 
mountain biking community had their eyes open 
for the stolen bicycles following the break-in. 
Azad is the only Cannondale dealer in the 
northwest, Spencer said, adding their distinctive 
frames incorporating three triangles made them ea- 
sily recognizable. 
Within two days of the theft, Spencer said two 
of the bikes were found in Terrace and a third ap- 
pears to have been brought o Greenville. 
All three bikes were returned to the store, in 
various stages of being broken down into parts, he 
said. 
While the couple is happy to have the bikes 
back they still have to pay for replacing the broken 
display window, their insurance costs will rise and 
the bikes can no longer be sold as new, Spencer 
said. 
While waiting for the replacement display win- 
dow for the store the hole was boarded up with a 
sheet of plywood on which Speneer's brother Ryan, 
painted a towering Grim Reaper figure with a mes- 
sage to the thieves: "Thou shall not steal." 
I 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
.~'I~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
,Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
• ~ .~  ' :~ .  
~ ~  CONTACTS 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
• Harry Potter 
,Flexon 
,Silhouelte 
• Easy Clip 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
For your convenience & quick service, 
please bring in your prescription. 
phone:  250.638 7667, .; 
ii~ i:: ! OPEN ~7 DAYS A WEEK 
' " :  " i " ' , .  . 
Unsliced 
Bread 
White or Wheat, 
454g 7o463.s 
less... 
card price 
.69.. 
Beaul~IBC 
~ODU~$ 
Nugge 
No. 1 Grac 
1.52/kg so' 
I . , eacnes  
California Grown, 
1.521kg ,,,,,, 
lb 
@ 
Top Sirloin 
Grilling Steak 
Fresh, 8.80/kg ,°,2, 
99 
lb 
save(  foods 
so .uc .  , .  sTo.  
location from Wednesday to Saturday, July 2 to 5, 2003.While quantities last. 
: i" /.~ ~ 
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Around Town 
Raising the roof 
YOU CAN HELP raise the roof on a new 
transition house by supporting a massive gar- 
age sale later this month. 
All proceeds from a community garage 
sale, silent auction and barbecue being orga- 
nized by Standard Broadcasting (the Mix, 
CJFW, and NTV) go to support Ksan House 
Society's $700,000-building project. 
The society wants to construct a wheel- 
chair-accessible building for short-term and 
longer term housing for victims of spousal 
abuse. The three-story building would also in- 
elude office space. 
The "Raise the Roof" event takes place 
July 18. It also features a raffle draw for major 
prizes, says organizer Sandy Glendenning. 
"We were looking for a community project 
to get involved with," she says, adding having 
a garage sale event for Ksan House Society's 
new transition house seemed like a perfect fit. 
"Terrace is a phenomenal garage sale-ing 
community. It's a cult." 
The giant community garage sale takes 
place from 3-7 p.m. outside in the station's 
parking lot compound. 
"We'll throw open the gates at three 
o'clock," Glendenning said. 
Drop off donations at the station at 4625 
Lazelle Ave. during office hours (9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Monday to Friday). 
There will be other activities taking place, 
too, including face painting and balloons for 
the kids. 
A raffle for some major prizes - a trip for 
two anywhere in North America, including Ha- 
waii and the Caribbean, on Air Canada Jazz, a 
La-Z-Boy chair, and a getaway weekend - will 
be drawn at the July 18 event. Tickets are 
available at the front desk at the station. 
Summer fun at 
the public library 
SCHOOL'S OUT. Are your kids whining that 
they're bored already? 
The Terrace Public Library has several pro- 
grams that can help put an end to their com- 
plaints that there's nothing to do. 
The library is offering computer camp for 
kids all summer long. i 
Kids who sign up get hour-long sessions four 
days in a row. They'll be introduced to compu- 
ter, Internet and webpage skills. The free time 
they have at the end of each session is mon- 
itored. 
The camps run July 8 to Aug. 22. Registra- 
tion is ongoing. 
The library's ummer eading club has also 
started up. This is one of the library's most 
popular, and enriching, summer programs. 
It's open for kids aged three to 12. Club 
members receiver all kinds of incentives, from 
bookmarks and reading logs, to stickers for 
reading books. Members can also take part in 
the many programs offered at the library. 
Way to ride 
PARTICIPANTS in this year's Big Bike Ride 
pedalled their way to 
Terrace area participants in this year's Big 
Bike Ride raised $12,617 for the Heart and 
Stroke Foundation of B.C. and Yukon. 
Nine teams took part in the June 14 event 
at George Little Memorial Park. 
Friends of Heart lived up to its name, rais- 
ing $4,070 for Heart and Stroke, making it the 
highest-raising team. The Heart Throbs were a 
close second with $3,437, says organizer Terry 
Runions, area coordinator for the northwest 
west coast region. 
The rest of the teams were the GILA- 
KYEW Bikers, the Veritas Vegabonds, CFTK, . 
CJFW and NTV, May the Force Be With You, 
the Big Boss Bike, the Coasters and Terrace 
TOPS. 
Runions extends a big thank you on behalf 
of the Heart and Stroke Foundation to all the 
Terrace residents who sponsored riders in this 
year's Big Bike Ride. 
Terrace represented 
on lung association 
spiratorydiseases. 
ELAINE Johnson has been re-elected to the 
Board of Directors of the British Columbia 
Lung Association. 
The election took place at the organization's 
Annual General Meeting 
in Vancouver June 19. 
The board allocated more 
than $1.6 million towards 
medical research grants 
and training for medical 
professionals in British 
Columbia, and another 
$1.3 million towards 
health education pro- 
grams. 
The B.C. Lung Associa- 
tion works to improve 
Elaine lung health across British 
Columbia through re- 
Johnson search, education, and 
support for people with re- 
THIS NEWLY-PLANTED Hawthorne tree will remind Veritas stu- ten, originally one of Bishop O'Grady's Frontier Apostles, has 
dents of Frances Nuyten, above, who is retiring as principal. Nuy- worked at Verilas for 30 years. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Veritas School bids adieu 
i, to retiring pr ncipal Nuyten 
By JENNIFER LANG 
A FEW TEARS were shed last Thursday as 
students, staff and parents at Veritas School 
said farewell to principal Frances Nuyten, who 
is retiring after 30 years at the Catholic ele- 
mentary school. 
"We love you, Mrs. Nuyten," one tiny lad 
whispered shyly into the microphone, as child- 
ren from each grade stepped forward with gifts 
at an assembly June 27, the last day of clas- 
ses. 
Others handed her bunches of flowers and 
handwritten cards, brightly decorated with 
messages of appreciation. 
Nuyten came to northern British Columbia 
from Ireland as a Frontier Apostle, a lay 
mission founded by the late Prince George 
Bishop Fergus O'Grady, who built Catholic 
schools across northern B.C. 
Frontier Apostles came from different coun- 
tries, including O'Grady's native Ireland, to 
teach at the new schools. 
Nuyten arrived in 1957 to work as a teacher 
at Annunciation School in Prince Rupert, 
where she taught Grades 3 and 4. 
Sixteen years, later she and her family 
moved to Terrace, where she began teaching 
at Veritas School. 
"She taught me way back then," recalled 
She was appointed school principal in 1988. 
After last week's assembly, students filed 
outside, forming a large circle on the lawn as 
the school's parent support group planted a 
small tree in Nuyten's honour. 
A commemorative plaque is being engraved 
with the words, "In appreciation for 30 years of 
service to Veritas School, Frances Nuyten, 
June 2003." 
The tree, a red hawthorn that will eventual- 
ly reach a height of 20 feet, and plaque will be 
the centrepiece of a new landscaped area 
planned for the school's entrance. 
Dave Palahicky, who takes over for Nuyten as A bench, a flower bed and rhododendrons 
the new principal at Veritas. He was in Grade will be added, the school's maintenance 
4 the year Nuyten arrived, supervisor Alex Levesque said. 
The judges declare a winner 
More than 20 artists entered an art contest marking Terrace's 75 anniversary 
AN OIL painting inspired 
by an exciting chapter in 
Terrace's history has won 
a special art contest mark- 
ing the city's 75th anniver- 
sary. 
Duane Stephens, a 50- 
year-old heavy duty mech- 
anic, wins a $750 cash 
prize for his painting of a 
sternwheeler ship, judges 
announced last week. 
Entitled Port Simpson, 
the painting was among 
more than 20 entries in the 
contest, presented by Ter- 
race and District Chamber 
of Commerce as its main 
project commemorating 
Terrace's 75th anniversary 
year. 
The Terrace Art Gallery 
helped coordinate the 
contest.. 
"We were really 
thrilled to sponsor this 
contest because it's never 
been done before," cham- 
ber of commerce president 
Sheila Love said. 
"I'm glad I wasn't the 
judge because I couldn't 
have picked,', Love said, 
adding she was impressed 
with the exceptional ca- 
libre of the entries. 
"I can't believe the 
amount of amazing artists 
we have here." 
Stephens, who works at 
Bandstra Transportation, 
WE HAVE A WINNER: artist Duane Stephens, left, with chamber president 
Sheila Love and art gallery coordinator Aron Strumecki. BERT HUSBAND PHOTO 
said he chose the stern- ted sternwheeler working 
wheeler to represent he the Skeena river at the 
contest theme "old Ter, turn of the last century, 
race" because the only according to Stephens' ar- 
way to get here until the tistic statement, 
completion of the ~railway She was capable of car- 
in 1912 was by trail or rying up to 80 passengers 
canoe, in style and 100 tons of 
The Port Simpson was freight. . . . . . . .  
owned by the Hudson's 
Bay Company. 
It was the largest, most 
powerful and best appoin- 
close, ending what Ste- 
phens describes as a ro- 
mantic, exciting era. 
The Port Simpson, with 
her handsome stained 
glass windows, remains a 
"glorious part Of Terrace's 
history," he says. 
Stephens said he spent 
like. The painting depicts 
the sternwheeler in the 
Skeena across from Tom 
Thornhill's homestead. The 
distinctive peak of Sleep- 
ing Beauty can be seen in 
the background. 
Stephens has been 
painting since he was a 
child, when he had the 
equivalent of a one-half 
hour of a formal esson. 
He paints mostly for 
himself, preferring oils but 
also working in waterco- 
lout. He's completed a 
number of commissions for 
friends. 
Stephens plans to spend 
some of his prize on the 
classic '57 Chevy he's re- 
storing. 
Honourable mention 
goes to Peter Wallin's 
painting, Emerson and La. 
zeUe 1952, 
All of the entries in the 
chamber of commerce's 
Terrace 75th anniversary 
art contest will be on dis- 
play to July 13 at the Ter- 
race Art Gallery. 
Stephen's  winning 
piece then moves to Ter- 
race City Hall, where it 
will be displayed for one 
year. Then it will grace the 
She plied the waters of about 20  hours painting walls of the Visitor Info 
the Skeena between 1909, Port siinpsOni but many Centre on Keith"Ave,, 
10, just as the sternwhee- more researching what the iwhtch ts als0 the chamber 
let era was drawing tO a view would have  been of commerce office. 
0 
# 
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PUBS & 
CLUBS 
GATOR'S PUB: Live entertainment Wed-Sat. Wed- 
nesday is Jam Night. Thursday is Spa Essentials night 
with diamond ring giveaway. Friday is "Feel the 
Thunder". Saturday is the Hot Legs competition, a
fundrasier for the Terrace ambulance paramedics as- 
sociation. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha sings every Friday night. 
Watch your favourite sports programs on a large 
screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: Accelerators plays June 25-28. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club. 
No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday, 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays Meat 
draw starts at 4:30 p.m. All members welcome; bring 
a guest, Lounge opens at 3 p.m. 
THEATRE 
[] Terrace Little Theatre invites you to audition for 
Norm Foster's Ethan Claymore. The cast requires 
three adult males, one adult female and two male 
youths aged approx. 11 and 15. Auditions at the Mc- 
Call Playhouse June 30 and July 2 at 7 p.m. Informa- 
tion call Jerry at 632-5843. 
[] The TLT Is still looking to cast a male lead for its 
upcoming anniversary production, a British pantomime 
based on Cinderella, An actor willing to play a horse 
is also needed, If you're interested, call Nancy at 635- 
1329 or Chris at 635-3334. The show will be staged 
in November at the R,E.M. Lee in celebration of TLT's 
50th anniversary and Terrace's 75th anniversary, 
CONCERTS 
[] The Long Island Youth Orchestra performs 
Wednesday, July 9 atthe R.E.M. Lee Theatre as part 
of a North American west coast tour. Featuring a 
wide selection of orchestral and band music. Spon- 
sored by the Terrace Symphony Orchestra. 
THE LONG Island Youth 
Orchestra is coming to Ter- 
race July 9 for a special 
performance at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. The orchestra 
is made up of youths aged 
15-25 and is based out of 
New York state's Long Is- 
land University• The en- 
semble is known for touring 
far flung parts of the globe 
- and for its wide repertoire 
of music. 
VISUAL ART  
[] The Terrace Art Gallery presents three shows 
in one: the 75th Anniversary heritage display/2003 
First Nations Celebration/ Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce Art Contest, Come and enjoy 
this fantastic celebration of Terrace's diverse arts 
and culture, on exhibit o July 13. Call 638-8884. 
[] The Terrace Art Gallery, located in the lower 
level of the Terrace Public Library, is open Wednes- 
day-Saturday from noon to 4 p.m. and on Sunday 
from 1-4 p.m. The gallery is open noon-6 p.m. Friday. 
The Terrace Slanda i 'ls now [] [] 
  Onllne , :~..'%%%~i~::.!%<~:~:~i~i.~i~ 
www, terraceslandard,com 
Check out our site or cell 630-7283 for advertising Information 
i JULY SPECIALS| 
• " ' ' • Turkey Caesar  Wrap 
~ ~  served with soup or r~ 
t ~ , ~ ~  cajun fries, coffee or pop 
Medi ter ranean 
Shr imp Salad Wrap } 
served with soup or cajun fries, coffee or pop ~j 
,~,,,.,....~,,,~,,~..,,~.~ Please have your dog 
'-~. leashed or fenced-in 
• ~,~ away from your paddle. Bring a lawn chair and sunscreen: Tick- call Marsha at 635-4906, 
~ ~  mail boxes on ets $10 adults, $5 youths, free 12 and under, Greek  PastaSa lad-  
~ Wednesdays and Coffee Break Bible Study at the Christian served with garlic pita ~ ~ . ~ ) ] ~  
~/ /  Saturdays so your First Nations Gospel Celebration Service Reformed Church is taking a break for the sum- bread, coffee or pop ~ l ~  
~/"  newspaper carrier Weeps Nagwaadm (our Father's House) Satur- mer. See you in September. Dinner After 4 
" : can deliver your day, July 5 at the Terrace Pentecostal Church, 
' Calamari' Dinner' = 
• "~"-"  ' paper, at 7 p,m. Everyone is welcome. Join us for an Small Business Christmas Fair Oct. 18/03. ~ajD"un ~ ' ~ ~  
evening of blessing, worship and the Word, For Book your table before June 30 for early bird 
info, contact 615-3105. We will have regular prices, Pick up registration forms at Country served with rice greek pasta salad, 
Saturday services every two weeks this summer. Emporium, 4663 Park Ave. Sponsored by the tsitziki and garlic pita bread - ~ - -  
Terrace Small Business Association, [ ]  : (Al l  p~'iees d~', not  inch,  do g.s.t.) I 
JULY 7-11 
Kermode Friendship Society's Youth Sum-A new local CB radio club is starting up. The Co~~l~JNWheregoodfoodbdngs  
mer Camp, free weekly day camps starting July Night Owl Radio Club is looking for new mere- _ the family together/ I I 
I ~ ~ I 7-11from11 a.m. to 4pm. Bring yourown lunch, hers, All ages are welcome. You don't have to TERRACE TERRACE I 4702 Lake]se Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 I  ~_~[elll,~,~,.11a| | I Activities include arts and crafts, games, know how to operate a CB radio or even own one ~ r , , , , . ' ~ ~ . . . , ~ ~ ~  
sports, field trips. Registration forms at the to join, For more information, call Jason at 615- 
Kermode Friendship Society, 3313 Kalum St. 6457. ~ m  = 
Limited space. Call Cinnamon at 635-4906. ~ 
Terrace Night's Alive has temporarily 
FRIDAY, JULY 11 ceased programming until further notice, in , i  
Terrace Women's Centre volunteer arian, the interim, the Kermode Friendship Society I ,  a ldL~ _.._ 
~C'CE T ER~CE tation. July 11 at 1 p,m. at 4542 Park Ave will be offering youth activities Friday evenings ~ O  1~1~{¢1 l  ~ 7 
TER (beside the pool), Anyone interested in volun- from 8-11 p.m. 
~_~1 :HFgY,SEEI I (~)  lt't'~T/~['/~l teering, please attend with a resume, call 638- ~ t O  .IlL 
info@terraceautomal l .com 0228, The Canadian Cancer Society's Cancer Re- 
source Centre has moved. We're now located 
I T E n n A c ~ FRIDAY, JULY 18 at #207-4650 Lazelle Ave, above the Terrace 
S T . L ~ _ _ _ N D A R D  Raisethe Roof Community Garage Sale, Si. and District Credit Union, New hours: We're " 
lent Auction and barbecue at Standard Broad- open Monday to Friday from noon to 2 p,m. Call 
casting (the Mix, CJFW and NTV) July 18 from 638-8583, ~ Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
advertising @terrecestenderd.com 
newsroom @terracestandard,com 
' tour  webs i te /emai [  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  at  638-7283 
The Terrace Community Facilities Society 
extends a special 
AND ~anks to the audiences over the past year. 
We have enjoyed offering you many fine 
performances. Wehope~to see you all next year. 
3-7 p,m, There's also a craft sale, face painting, 
balloons and a prize raffle draw (win a trip for 
two on Air Canada Jazz, or a La-Z-Boy recliner), 
Donate items during office hours (9-5 Monday 
to Friday), Proceeds to K'San House Society's 
building fund for a new transition house. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Heritage Park Museum is now open for the 
season from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m, seven days a week. 
For more information call 635-4546. 
The Kispiox Valley Music Festival Work 
Bees are every Sunday starting at 11 a,m, on 
the KVCA grounds. We invite you to join and and 
get your volunteer hours in early this year. For 
more info, call 842-6390 or 842-5888. 
Terrace Women's Centre Open Mic Fun. 
draislng event. We need particlpantsl Poets, 
musicians, anything, Contact Vicki at 638-0228. 
Summer programs for children at Terrace 
Parks and Recreation, Fun in the sun day camp 
(at Parkside school) for children 6-8 ears, 
Young adventurers *9 to 12). Both run from 9 
a,m. to 3:30 p.m. There are also activities for 
youths aged 16 and under, All programs run on a 
week to week basis and registration can be 
taken for the whole summer. Call 615-3000 or 
for more Information, 
Summer Reading Club at the Terrace Public 
Library. Ages 3-12, Club members receive 
bookmarks, reading logs, and collect stickers by 
reading. They also take part in many programs, 
The Terrace Public Library is offering com- 
puter classes for people of all ages. These hour 
long one-on-one sessions will cover any topics or 
questions you may have regarding computers. 
Call the library at 638-8177 to sign up. 
Does your loved one have a brain disorder 
such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, de- 
pression, panic/anxiety disorder, personality 
disorder or OCD? For free information and/or 
support call Northwest B,C. Schizophrenia co- 
ordinator in Terrace at 635-8206 or toll free: 
1-866-7877 (FAM-SUPP), Or attend the Ter- 
race Support Group on the third Tuesday of the 
month (except July, August and December) at 
7:30 p,m. at #102- 4450 Grieg Ave. 
Mills Memorial H,ospltal Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop is located at 4544 Lazelle Ave. Open 
Tuesday-Saturday from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. A drop 
box is located in the parking lot for donations. 
Dad's Group meets Mondays from 5:30-7:30 
p.m. at 4665 Park Ave. Sponsored by the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre. The focus is re- 
cognizing and supporting the valuable role fa- 
thers play in their child's life. Parenting sup- 
port, speakers, information, Call 635-1830. 
Cancer Connection: A free telephone peer 
support connecting people living with cancer and 
trained volunteers who've had similar cancer ex- 
periences. Confidential. Matches generally made 
within 48 hours, Information, encouragement and 
support o people living with cancer, Call 1-888- 
939-3333, ..... 
S/even Donald Gideon 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 23, 2003 at 1:55 a.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 6 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Taylor & Cynthia Clayton 
¢, 
Baby's Name: 
Ashtnn Brodie 
Date & Time of BIrtb: 
June 22, 2003 at 7:19 a.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 12 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Dean & Son~ 
Kushnerek 
O 
Baby's Name: 
Savior Gayden Ryder Adrian 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 4, 2003 at 10:46 a.m. 
Weight: 6Ibs. 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Barbara Fowler & 
Shane Dennis 
Brenna Elizabeth 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 17, 2003 at 8:17 a.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs. 14 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Randy &Karen Menz 
Ca 
Baby's Name: 
Kay/liB Elizabeth 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 13, 2003 at 11:29 p.m. 
Weight: BIbs. 1.75 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Kelly & LiMa Gingles 
Little slster for Jayde 
# 
Baby's Name: 
Blake Colby 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 23, 2003 at 10:05 a.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Corey & Dana Darling 
i 
'J ,d l= 
Scouts headed to jamboree 
Camp Byng on the Sunshine Coast hosts 3,000 Scouts from B.C. and beyond 
By JENNIFER LANG 
LOCAL SCOUTS will 
swap Kermode bear pins 
and special merit badges 
with other children from 
across B.C. at a massive 
gathering at a camp- 
ground on the sunshine 
coast next week. 
Thousands of scouts 
from all over B.C. and 
Yukon and from as far 
away as the United States 
and Thailand are heading 
to the Pacific Challenge 
Jamboree 2003. 
As many as 3,000 are 
expected to attend the 
jamboree, taking place 
July 6-11 at Camp Byng 
near Roberts Creek. 
The members of the 
Sixth Terrace Scouts - one 
of three local troops plan- 
ning to go - have been 
work ing  
hard  for 
months in 
order to 
raise money 
to help pay 
for the trip, 
says leader Todd Taylor. 
The Scouts have now 
collected just over $4,000, 
mostly through bottle 
drives, candle sales, 
Christmas tree pick ups, 
and plant sales. 
Seven of his Scouts are 
making the trip. 
This weekend, they'll 
board a bus bound for 
Prince George, where 
they'll become part of a 
convoy that's driving to 
the Jamboree. 
While they're at Camp 
Byng, the Scouts will take 
part in a wide range of fun 
activities, including hik- 
ing, mountain biking, and 
kayaking. 
But the most popular 
activity will be swapping 
badges, a time-honoured 
Scout tradition. 
Taylor says his group is 
bringing badges to trade, 
including extras from the 
Totem Trails camp, a re- 
g iona l  
event h0s- 
"They  can trade ted by Ter- 
those  to  the i r  hear ts  r a c e 
content S c o u t s 
near Ross- 
wood ear- 
lier this year. 
They're also bringing a 
huge bag filled with City 
SCOUTS FROM across the northwest were put through their paces at the 
Totem Trails camp earlier this year. Terrace hosted the camp at Rosswood. 
of Terrace Pins, which de- 
pict Terrace's ymbol, the 
white Kermode bear. 
"So they can trade 
those to their hearts 
content," he said. 
All participants will ga- 
ther as a full group just 
twice - once for the open- 
Orche ;tra specializes 
in challenging music 
Long Island ensemble to perform in Terrace 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TERRACE welcomes the remarkable 
sounds of the Long Island Youth Orche- 
stra next Wednesday evening. 
The New York state-based orchestra, 
known for giving exceptionally gifted 
young performers a chance to rehearse 
and perform, presents a wide selection of 
orchestral music July 9 at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
The show is just one stop along the 
Long Island Youth Orchestra's 2003 tour, 
which will take the members - aged 15 to 
25 - to stops along the North American 
west coast, including Terrace and Prince 
Rupert, and on to Alaska. 
The orchestra is in residence at Long 
Island University. 
It began as a high school group that 
held its first performance back in 1963. 
At the time, there was no permanent 
youth orchestra in the New York area - 
and just a handful in the United States. 
Since then, the orchestra has become 
known for its wide-ranging concert ours 
that have taken the ensemble to different 
corners of the globe. 
The orchestra serves as a training 
ground where musicians develop orches- 
tral techniques that can later serve the 
player at the conservatory, college or 
community orchestra level. 
The orchestra tackles nearly every sort 
of musical style in its effort to expose the 
musicians to challenging music they 
might not otherwise be introduced to. 
The show is sponsored by the Terrace 
Symphony Orchestra. The performance 
begins at 7:30 p.m. sharp. Tickets at 
Misty River Books or at the door. 
ing ceremony and again at 
the closing ceremony five 
days later. 
This is the 9th B.C. 
jamboree. 
Large gatherings that 
bring together Scouts from 
different parts of the coun- 
try, or different corners of 
the world, are are not un- 
usual. 
There are national and 
international jamborees. 
The last world jamboree 
took place in Thailand in 
1999. Another world jam- 
boree is planned for the 
United Kingdom in 2007. 
presents 
The Long Island 
youth Orchestra 
July 9, 2003 at 7:30 pem. 
R.EeM. Lee Theatre 
$10.00 Adults / $8.00 Student & Senior 
Available at Misty River Books 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 2, 2003-  B3 
UHLIMITED GAME PLAY 
$8.99 for 7 Days 
UNLIMITED EXCHANGES 
for week long rental period 
for only a $1.00 (p~r exchange) 
See store for details 
Days 2003 
August 5th to 22nd 
Ages 6 to 12 
Tuesday through Friday 
Morning sessions 
9 a.m. to noon 
Afternoon sessions 
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Sess ions  cos t  $80.00 
Ages 13 to 16 
Tuesday through Friday 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Sess ions  cost  $110.00  
For further information, contact 
dae Terrace little Theatre at 638-1215 
or check your 
Summer Recreation Guide. 
h m , e Kleanza L, ke is a Great ac for Kids to Catch Fis 
~ , i : : ! : : i = ~ ~ i  T ,~ leanza  B ystromremindsallanglersthatKleanzaLakelsln whack ingwi l l  also bring you to the lake. F i sh ingcan 
] ~ 1 ~ ~  ~: i i '~Lake  is a bear count ry - -both  grizzly and black, and urges be done f rom shore, or portage in a small boat. 
~: - .  : ~ ~ = " ~  small lake east everyone to use caution when f ishing and suggests There are no facil it ies on the lake, but K leanza 
Ang lersAt las ,cor -  of Terrace,  
located along the 
Kleanza Road. There are several species o f  sport 
fish present in the water body,  but it is best known 
for the plentiful  rainbow trout in this lake. 
Bruce Byst rom from Mis ty  R iver  Tack le  & 
Hunt ing  says the lake is filled with ra inbow trout in 
the one pound range, and is a great place to bring 
kids to fish. 
For kids learning to fly fish, Bystrom recommends 
using a four-weight  fly rod with either dry flies or 
wet flies. With a sinking line (wet flies), try a small 
minnow pattern with a sliver body,  having a touch 
red. The ehironomid patterns also work  well. 
For dry flies, try using a mosquito and mayf ly  pat- 
tern. This lake is very productive,  and the fish often 
go after most fly patterns. 
North  
i I f  you just want to get out and fish, 
the classic technique of  a worm and 
bobber  works well  in this lake. 
No special restrictions apply to this 
lake, but make sure to consult  the 
BC Freshwater  F ish ing "%~tf' ~ 
Regulat ions  for the ,- 
d regional  and 
prov inc ia l  ~ 
guidelines. . 
bringing along bear bangers and spray. For  more 
information about this lake, contact Bruce Byst rom 
at M is ty  R iver  Tack le  & Hunt ing .  
_qkom Terrace, fo l low H ighway 16 east about 20 
m to Kleanza Road on the right (east),  Turn 
here and fo l low for another 25 kin. K leanza 
Lake is located on the right (south) side, and 
can be seen f rom the road. 
There is a short trail at the east end of  the 
lake, and can be found by turning right 
onto a secondary  forest road shortly after 
pass ing the lake. 
A l ternat ive ly ,  you ] . 
/ 
when can pull over  
you see the lake 
from Kleanza 
Road, and a 
little bush . ,  
Creek Provincial  Park is located a short distance 
from the lake, at the junct ion of  H ighway 16 and 
Kleanza Road. The  park has 32 vehicle accessible 
campsites, in a treed area, and offers 
o ther  recreat ional  opportun i -  ,~" 
ties. 
~ 1  ' © The Angler's ~ 1 '  Atlas, 2003 
!4~ e ~ :~' 
~;~!~'~r, . . . . .  ~!F . . . . .  
Map survey 
~I~IIIP~ ~ conducted 
yhown in feet  Oct., 1974. 
u~i~l[m ] [<{~IRE & AuTO SERViCEI [~N 
~1 ,o . . . . . .  , Jo~i~ 
Cuick facts 
I I I I I  I ' ' &~, 'Y~i  
Gazetted Names  
K leanza  Lake  
Surface Area 
• 25 Hectares  
(62 Acres )  
Maximum Depth 
• 18.0 metres 
(59feet) 
Elevation 
• 736 metres 
(2,415 feeO 
IF/ 
td~LY RESTAURNJT! t'~e:~T)_- 
Ucemed *tt~'T~-4 fZ= eAW?I I 
0fin 7 DAYS A wtK ~ L ~ B  
Featuring Fresh q~l~,.~.-rd~/_ak'~k 
Hah'but ~ Cod ~ i J '~  
IVULY FU~TURESl ,ai~e~mT,,'J 
A great dining ~.  ~ ~.,I 
experience ~. .  I~m 
I Freezer available for your "¢akh Of The Day" tH,~ c-~ c~1 
co.  lNN 
4709 Lake lse  Ave,, Terrace 
635.6302 
0 
I 
0 250 Feet 
j•• KITSUHKflLUM 
KMPO GAS BAR 
Fill your 20lb. propane bottle 
I 
HOW&SAVEI 
• Marine Gas * Fishing Tackle 
• Full service at a self serve price 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
24 HOURS A DAY 
250 Metres 
I 
Caution: 
Do not use 
this map for 
nav igat iona l  
purposes.  This map 
may not reflect current 
conditions. Uncharted 
hazards may exist, Base 
Map ©Province of 
British Columbia. 
Fisheries data obtained 
from Province of 
British Columbia. 
PROCESSOR 
OF FISH 
Hot or Cold Sleke ~ I 
Processed 
Filleted ~ ,  
Sleaked 
TWIH CITY MEATs LTD. 
4545 Lakelse Ave, Terrace, B.C. 
638-1312 
1.8oo-663-3903 
Reel in a Deal at 
T I R E S  ° 
 1ZES 1"HAT FiT >'ou 
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I 
POR l" ' S 638-7283 
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:SKE  ENA; ;ANG LER:  
ROB BROWN 
Taimen 12 
J oan looked up at its domed ribs. Light 
streamed into the fish's mouth. She'd 
been swallowed. Soon she'd be 
sucked into its digestive tract. Dis- 
solved in the gastric juices of some piscine be- 
hemoth - what an absurd end. She struggled. 
She grabbed the sheets, mashed her face into 
the pillow and held on. 
Pillow? Sheets? She looked up at the fish's 
maw. Toono, the crown, toono. She heard the 
subdued voice of Tugsiin, the Mongolian, toono 
the apex of the ger, the Mongolian felt tent. 
Joan was dizzy, numb. The shape and dimen- 
sions of her sleep filled her head. She recalled 
the voice of Zhunai, the smooth, articulate Gan- 
dan monk: "Far north, thousands of miles past the 
great lake, a river flows into the sea that is ice for 
all but a few months of each year. The river be- 
comes three rivers before it reaches the sea. Two 
of the rivers reunite and find the sea together, the 
third disappears in a great tidal estuary." 
She remembered how those words came back 
to her with intense precision again and again, 
during the course of her troubled sleep; she re- 
membered how she had tried, unsuccessfully, to 
force them from her mind with unrelated recol- 
lections and trivial recitations. The panic turned 
to anxiety, to unrest and then to repose, as by 
degrees, she came to the realization that she 
was lying comfortably inside a Mongolian ger. 
She rolled over. Confirmation. Billy was there, 
breathing heavily. 
' She rose slowly, tossed her long hair back like 
palomino, caught it, tied it into a ponytail, and 
engaged her surroundings. The shower was "ex- 
suite" Tom York had told her. She found it. She 
showered. The water was cold at first. It stung. 
By the time it was warm she felt fully awake, 
alert. 
There had been a frost overnight. The morning 
air was sharp. Joan stopped to watch the sun- 
light spill over the mountains and give form to 
the wide valley below. The high plateaus lit up, 
followed by the wide prairie meadows below 
them. The river and the narrow band of lush ve- 
getation on either side of it were just taking 
shape when the cold air forced Joan inside. 
Billy was up. 
"Lewis will be back tonight," he said. She was 
expecting a "good morning" with some kind of 
endearment. 
"He's far down river - 140 miles or so - at the 
outer camp." He climbed out his sleeping bag 
and ran his fingers through is hair: 
"Tugsiin is taking us fishing today," he said. 
The laconic Mongolian waited patiently, a be- 
mused look on his face, as Billy, Joan and York 
assembled their gear. When his three sports 
were aboard, Tugsiin roared off over the steppe. 
The fields seemed endless and in the absence of 
fences or anything resembling a road, unnavig- 
able. Yet Tugsiin confidently sped over them at 
frightening speeds. 
Just when Joan was becoming inured to the 
bone-jarring ride, the Mongolian hit the brakes, 
leapt from the jeep, ran to the rear, and grabbed 
a rifle out of the back. He whistled. The heads 
of prairie dogs popped up like mushrooms. Tug- 
siin hit one of the rodents with his first shot, 
waited whistled again, and shot another. 
He raced over, pulled a cloth sack from one of 
the oversized pockets on his jacket, stuffed the 
dogs in it, sprinted back, then put away the sack 
and the rifle. As he passed by her, Tugsiin 
looked Joan right in the eye for a moment, then 
looked away like an embarrassed schoolboy. It 
was the first time he'd looked directly at her. It 
was a fleeting look of pride, she was sure. 
Tugsiin hopped in jeep. In moments they were 
off. 
"The Mongols must eat them," said York. 
Scrubby pines and small, brilliantly eoloured 
hardwood trees appeared in the long grasses. 
Taller trees came into view. Tugsiin found a 
lumpy road through them. Green, orange, red, 
then wide blue swath - Tugsiin stopped the jeep 
at the side of the river. 
There was long glide before them. Joan stret- 
ched as York and Billy suited up. Tugsiin pulled 
a telescoping spinning rod from the Jeep. He at- 
tached a treble hook the size of an eagle's claw 
to the thick, black monofilament. 
He dug a prairie dog from the bag, sank the 
hooks into it. Blood spurted; Joan started. York 
and Billy stopped assembling to watch. 
Tugsiin wrapped some wire around the dog and 
east far out into the river. It landed with an awk- 
ward splash and beg~in to swing around tn the 
current. 
To be continued... 
A fitti n g tri bute 
ly well 
and it's 
an hen- 
our to 
have  
th i s  
award," 
says  
McColl. 
"She  
w a S 
happy  
all the 
t ime,  
she al- 
ways  
IT'S NOT often an elementary 
school retires an athlete's num- 
ber, but Sarah Monture had such 
a lasting impact on the students 
and staff at Clarence Michiel 
School they've done just that. 
The I l-year-old died in a car 
accident while vacationing with 
her grandparents in Kelowna last 
year. 
Her love for sports was ob- 
vious. 
An avid basketball player, 
Monture also played ringette, vol- 
leyball and soccer. 
On June 25 a banner with her 
name and her number - 13 - on it 
was unveiled as students and fa- 
milies gathered at the REM Lee 
'Theatre for Clarence Michiel's 
year end awards ceremony. 
Vice principal Grant Holkestad 
says retiring Sarah's number and 
hanging a banner at centre court 
will be a fitting tribute to a little 
girl who contributed so much to 
her school. 
"She was very involved with 
the athletic program and she had 
many, many firends," says the 
school's vice principal Grant 
Holkestad. "I've had kids in my 
class this year that really, really 
miss her." 
The school also named the 
Grade 6 citizenship award after 
Sarah this year. The recipient of 
the award this year is Kayla Me- 
Coil who says she's proud to be 
the first person to get the award. 
"I'm happy and excited be- 
cause I know Sarah's family real- 
Sarah Monture 
smiled." 
McColl was nominated for the 
award bY her teacher Terri Ca- 
meron. 
"I always noticed that Kayla 
was always repectful to all the 
kids in the class," says Cameron. 
"It's also appropriate because 
Kayla's so athletic as well." 
Sarah's morn Laurie Monture 
has also ordered a set of 15 team 
uniforms for the school to be used 
for games, They'll sport a small 
sun at the back with Sarah's num- 
ber 13 on them. 
"She played everything that 
was offered in Grade 6 and that 
was somehting they always com- 
plained about having to share (the 
uniforms) with the boys," says 
Monture, "I think it's really im- 
portant o everyone that knew her 
that she's not forgotten." 
KAYLA McColl is the first recipient of the Sarah Monture Grade 6 
citizenship award at Clarence Michiel school. She's next to the 
banner the school will hang in the gym in Sarah's memory, She 
passed away last summer. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
Local martial artists bring home medals 
point shy of gold. 
In his final bout of sparring, he faced world- 
renowned 4th degree black belt Dana Johnson 
who overtook Burk in the match. 
"To have come that close is 
a personal victory for me." 
"To have come that close is a personal vie- 
tory for me," said Burk. "I was very nervous 
when I saw Mr. Johnson entered the tourna- 
ment." 
Burk only recently received his third-degree 
belt and had just over a month to train for 
western championships. 
Other big winners at the event include Reid 
Genaille, ToryTaphouse, Derek Tinsley,i ¢~0d~ 
Skbg, David' #arkS'am'; ~ As'hleah ~Ba'rtel'~ an '& 
Trina West-Johnson who all received gold me ~- 
dais. 
Silver medal winners included Bartel, Tap- 
house, Genaille, Andrew Martel, Stephen 
Martel, Evan Farkvam, Christina Farkvam, 
Jennings Theun and instriactor David Burk. 
Bronze medal winners included Robby 
Wellington, Stephen Martel, Evan Farkvam, 
Christina Farkvam, and Trina West-Johnson. 
Oscar Farkvam placed fourth in both spar- 
ring and patterns. 
For several students this was their first 
major competition and Burk is very pleased 
with the results. 
Terrace will host the North Western Cham- 
pionships for the first time this October. 
THIRD-DEGREE black belt David Burk and 
15. of his student at Terrace's Northern Tae- 
Kwon-Do Academy spent May 15 in Kelowna 
during the Western Canadian Championships. 
Top-ranking martial artists at the event, in- 
eluding Burk, performed emonstrations forthe 
group of more than 250 competitors. 
"They performed group patterns and did 
board breaking techniques uch as a flying 
side kick over five people and turning kicks 
from a run off a wall," explains Bark. 
Students were tickled to have TaeKwon-Do 
grand master and original pioneer of the sport 
Kong Young H in attendance aswell. 
Terrace athletes howed they've got what it 
takes to perform well up against stiff competi- 
tion. 
Burk came home with a silver medal, one 
• HE'S THE MAN: Steve Pereira kept the pedal to the floor during the media 
stock car race at the Terrace speedway June 22. He managed to outrace his 
five competitors to take the checkered flag. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
Rainy race conditions- 
spurs super spillls 
WET CONDITIONS at the 
Terrace Speedway saw 
cars spinning out, crashing 
and flying off the slippery 
oval track June 22. 
The most recent race 
weekend gave spectators a 
treat as speedway regulars 
raced in shootouts, heats 
and mains followed by a 
media race and the first 
ever hit-to-pass race, 
After watching sea- 
soned racers slip sliding 
all over the track due to 
the ratn, six local media 
' members were a bit ner- 
vous going into their six 
lap race. 
In the end it was Steve 
Pereira, TV operations 
manager at NTV, who took 
the checkered flag beating 
out racers from area radio 
stations and newspapers. 
"I didn't have a secret - 
just go fast," Pereira said. 
"The conditions sucked 
and you couldn't see out 
the window very well so 
just go fast." And he'll de- 
fend his title any time, 
"If they do it again - 
I'm there," he says, "And 
hopefully I can use Dan 
Dollemore's car again." 
Dollemore's car number 
329 is a standard - a fea- 
ture Pereira says helped 
him on his way to the win. 
Stock car racing fans 
also got a chance to check 
out the year's first hit-to- 
pass race featuring cars 
that were a little worse for 
wear including a pink sta- 
tion wagon called Pinky 
and the Brain. 
Unlike most  races 
where crashes are avoided 
at all costs - drivers were 
required to hit the vehicle 
in front of them before 
making a pass. 
Dave Reinhardt came 
out on top in the first race 
and Darryl Bjorgaard 
nailed top spot in the sec- 
ond - and soggy - race of 
the day, 
Sports Scope 
Road race nears 
THE 17th Annual Skeena River Challenge Century Ride 
is set to go ahead August 10. 
The road biking race starts in Prince Rupert at 9 a.m. 
and finishes in Terrace. 
Registration forms are available in Terrace at All Sea- 
sons Source for Sports or can be requested by e-mail by 
contacting Nipper Kettle nipperk@telus,net. 
Early registration is recommended and guarantees par- 
ticipants a T-shirt, post-race grub and a shot at some 
draw prizes. For details call Nipper at (250) 845-7148, 
Another Terrace soccer 
team qualifies for cup 
A THIRD Terrace-based select soccer team has quali- 
fied to move on to the Nike Provincial Challenge Cup. 
The Terrace Under-14 boys team travelled to Smithers 
June 21-22 taking on Quesnei, Smithers and Prince 
George in the final battle for a shot at provincials. 
The Terrace crew won all three games earning the 
right to travel to Campbell River for the boys provincial 
cup playoffs. 
They join Terrace's Under-15 team who qualified the 
weekend before. 
And the only girls team to advance to provincial play 
is the Under-12 girls who will take on the province's 
best in Maple Ridge. 
Ladies take to the green 
for weekend open 
LADLES FROM around the northwest are brushing up 
on their swing as the Skeena Valley Golf and Country 
Club hosts its annual Ladies Open this weekend. 
The tournament starts Saturday, July 5 at 9 a,m. 
Golfers play 18 holes each day. 
Golf Club officials says there is still time to sign up 
for the tournament - anyone interested can register up 
until this Friday. 
For more information call the SkeenaValley Golf and 
Country Club at 635-2542, 
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125 Wanted • 175 Building 
Materials 
205 Furniture 
DRIFTWOOD BIBLE CAMP 
Family camp June 27-30 
Junior ages 8-11; July 6-12, 
Boys ages 12-15;July 13-19, 
Girls ages 12-15; July 20-26, 
Hiking camp Aug 1-4, Ladies 
Retreat; Sept 19-21. For more 
information Lois Taylor 250- 
847-3692 
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,lanai words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
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advertising @ terracestan- 
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or cash. 
160 Appliances i 
:>1:17(~ 
. . .  : - t  
~,uctions i 1 7  ..... 
: :: 175 
" :  • M 
3uilding~,): : 
terials 
220 Miscellaneous 
DEAMOTRES, 
YOGA CENTRE ) 
by Alison 
New set starting JULY 7 TM Gentle Yoga 
In the Fall NOON YOGA AT THE ARENA 
Phone; (250) 635-3336 
#21,4506 Lakelse Ave., 2nd Floor, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P4 :30 In Memoriam ,: 
EVENT COORDINATOR 
needed to organize a 2 day fundraising event for the 
Kidney Foundation. If you are energetic, organized and 
work well independently, we want to hear from you! ~is 
is a 3 month, part time, work from home position wi  a 
salary of $2000.00. 
Please fax your resume attention 
Teresa Nielsan af (250) 758-3902. 
Last day for applications is July 11th. Only selected 
candidates will be contacted, but we thank you for your 
interest. 
JOE'  ,,,'" 
raw 
AND " il}l 
VE661[8 
IS BACK IN 
TOWN . . . .  
Check us out, located ,~ 
right behind weight 
scales in Park and ~i 
Ride lot. ~':'~ 
' %2~/_3~I[ ';,-O-hi ~ .... 
J 
WELC01~ ~[I~ • 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy 
615-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~f l s  and information~ 
Joshua 
cure laude, from ~~i~! /~[  l 
Union College, Lincoln, 
Nebraska with a ~ I (:: :: ' ~ 
with a ~oublc major ~:1  ~ | ~  
In Mathematics and ~ ' ~ i ~  
LTD, 
Lot;ally oust;ore 
made Cedar or 
~l~h wood 
~aekets 
First Nat;Ion5 
cu5t, om deelgne 
available 
~-208-5324 
G0111 
Cheryl Holmes 
1945-1993 
The moment that you died, 
) Our heads split in two, 
The one side filled with 
memories, 
The other died with you. 
We often lay awake at 
night, 
When the world is fast 
# asleep, 
And take a walk down 
(~ memory lane, 
With tears upon our 
cheeks. 
I Remembering you is easy, 
We do it every day, 
But missing you is a 
hearlache, 
That never goes away. 
We hold you tightly within 
our heads, 
And there you will 
remain, 
'~ 10 years have gone on 
• without you, I 
1 But it never will be the 
same. 
For those who slilJ have 
their morns, 
Treat her with tender care, 
will know the You never 
empliness, 
, As when you turn and she 
is not there. 
Alway in our Ihoughts and 
forever in our hearts 
r~ 
FOUND ITEMS on Swan Lake 
portage. Phone 250-632-4393 
to identify. 
LOST SMALL pistol on key 
chain. Sentimental value to a It- 
tie boy. Last seen at Dalry 
Queen, week of June 18th, ' 
Please call 250-635-8482 
SEEKERS WELCOME. Per- 
sonal divinations by appoint- 
ment. Ask for Grace. 250.615- 
2298 
FARM EQUIPMENT DISPER- 
SAL AUCTION, July 5, 2003 - 
10:00am for Bill & Vicki Roen. 
Sale to be held at Hwy 16 & 
Johnson Rd, 14km West of 
Smithers, (watch for the 3 big 
grain bins). Farm Equipment: 
1997 JD 7710 tractor w/loader 
135 HP, 2700 hrs; 1998 JD 566 
round baler, less than 2000 
bales; JD 935 Mower Condition- 
er, like new; 1996 SItrex Hay 
Rake; 1997 Inland Hayliner 
1092a; 1999 Degefman 
RR1500 Rock Rake, new cond; 
1999 Degelman 7200 Rock 
picker, new cond; 1996 JD 709 
Brush cutter; 1962 JD 220 Disc, 
22';1989 JD 9350 Drills -24 ' ;  
Try crop feeder wagon w/ma- 
nure attach; Jiffy HiDump; chain 
harrows; rata,tiler; 5-grain 
bins,various sizes; 5.cattle oil- 
ers; WW cattle squeeze, Hi-Hog 
Cattle squeeze (like new); 
Schultze snow blower; 3pt hitch 
cement mixer; creep feeder; Vi- 
con Fedillzer spreader, Bulk 
Fuel tanks; grain augers; cul- 
verts; rail road ties; fence posts; 
barbwire; livestock water tubs; 
grain roller; pulltype grader; 
brush blade; manlift; army 
dumptruck; cat winch, H/D roll- 
er. Shop Tools & Supplies: 2- 
portable welders - 200 amp; 
MJg welder on cad; 2.drill press- 
es; Shop Air compressor; steam 
cleaner; Steel Welder's table 
with band saw; Makita chop- 
saw; Log splitter -hydraulic; 
Honda engines; Radial Arm- 
saw; hydraulic hose press w/fit- 
tings & hose, Sandblaster; Air- 
hose; bearings; pulleys, Diesel 
ready heater, grinder, Canwood 
mitre eaw (new); pads washer; 
air tools; metal bender; Hiltl ce- 
ment drill; fire torch, pto's, plus 
much more. Antiques & Horse 
drawn: 1900 circa piano (par- 
tially restored), Antique stoves 
(completely restored), horse 
drawn sack wagon; manure 
spreader; drlil; bobslelgh run- 
ners; 4 wheel show buggy; plus 
misc. household Items, pair Lla- 
mas, 10 peacocks, and many 
items that aren't listed here, For 
pictures, www.7mhorse- 
sale.cam (click on dispersal). 
Auctioneer: Charlle McClary, 
Paton & Smith Farm Services 
Ltd, (250) 847-1588, 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. 250-635- 
3772 
WHITE WASHER and dryer. 
Seven years old. $375 for pair. 
Call 250-635-6120 
JAKE FRIESON Estate. Sat. 
July 12th in Vanderhoof. 1928 
to 1930 Model A's, plus many 
more antiques. Vanderhool 
Auction Market. Call for more 
into. 250-567-4333 
Flooring Distributors Direct 
Laminate - $.49 sq/ft, Cork - 
$1.99 sq/ft, lx6" Fir - $.80 sq/ft, 
Cork - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 t/4" oak 
prefinished $3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4"" 
maple prefinished - $3.99 sq/ft, 
Shaw realwood glueless 
floating, oak, maple, cherry- 
$3.25 sq/ft, Oak, maple, Marbal, 
Heaves floating floor - $2.50 
sq/ft. 1-800-631-3342. 
TWO GERMAN single bed 
frames $30 each obo. Large 
dog house $50 obo. Call 250- 
635-8482 
ALL GRAIN wood products ~qr,. der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
all your home renovatlorlLr, eP~k 
needs. Call 250-635-3832 or 
Cell 250-631-9722 
100 FLAGS Flea Market Aug 2- 
3. West of Burns Lake. Sellers 
book by July 11th. Lakeside 
camping, concession, new and 
used trades, crafts, adisans and 
more (toll free) 1-866-698.7558 
HORSE DRAWN CARRIAGES 
The Davies Collection. Eight 
LOGGING TRUCK load of fire- authentic carrie lee must be 
wood. $800.00. Call 250-638- sold. Cads, slel uggles all 
1677 in fabulous Inquldes 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of call 250-545-1880 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- BURNS LAKE Rocking L Quilts 
Pyjama Sale. Books, patterns, 
250-638-.7290~..; :i,,r; . , , , ,  v.,:: thread, 10% off. Up,to..45% off 
. . . . . . . . . .  fabdc, July 9 - 12. Phone 250- 
695-6364 
I, oEcISELYRI,- 
p, MOViN U'l'l ::: 
,~  ,~ bJck&N~w32&28ftT~ailersatYourService/ 
"~.~. , • Across town or the country 
~ • Will assist or load for you 
~ * Reasonable Rates 
~ 1.866-615-0002 
t~| - -  ! ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
~ i;i! 615-00021!~ii163~-'6969 
# COPPER RIVER TAXIDERMY 25 YRS, EXPERIENCE 
DOUG CLINKENBEARD 
4601 Beaver Crescent 
Tel: (250) 615-5406 Fax: (250) 615-0136 
Terrace, B.C. Emaih dougc@monarch.net 
F 
CALL 
IF IT'S DIRTY WE'LL CLEAN IT ] 
4. Catp~;t ~hampoo 
== Car t~Nesh,C~r ~hempoo 
G. Ortv~weg pow~;r Wash 
OFt K£ ~'EANCNG" noU~ CI~ANI~ ' IL00E WAXING 
WINOOW aE~IN6, G[t~l~ O£ANING .lAWN MA~NI[NAN~ 
RO CARPET AN0 rURNffURE SttN/J, O0 
PANDHER ENT. 
Call Suki @ 12501635-1636 
Cell (250) 615-6439 
& LANDSCAPING 
• Landscaping * Floor & Kitchen ~es 
• Moss Rom0val • Build & Repair Fences 
• Yard Malnlenarce • Build & Repair Decks 
• Gullet Cleaning • Siding Ins, allati~ a Washing 
• Odd Jobs • And Much More 
FREE EST IMATES 
AV~IL~BL I= 7 DAY~ A WEEK 
R L Asphalt Sealing 
Specializing In residential driveways & parking lots. 
Protect your pavement and keep It looking like newt 
WE SEAL WITH HEAVY DUTY SEALER 
Sweeping Parking Lotst , .~11~ 
FREE EST IMATES l  R-,L Roland Lagace 
(250) 635-3516 
3661 Hawthorn Ave. Terrace, B.C. VSG 5E1 
;sod- NDSCAP NG .TaR SO!L  
-GRAVEL "CRUSH "DRAIN ROCK 
Terrace, B.C. 
CtulnlonFroeman 2 - " "  2"52  
Rob Freeman (50)  O~)"  O 
6 RAIIVi   
Mobi le  Serv ices  
6Powerwushlng - High & Low Pressure 6Fdly Insured 
~Resldentlnl & Commerdal IContalned Water Supply 
IRemoval & Control of Moulds, Mildew & Mystery Dirt 
Ph: 635"8863 
Fax: (250)  6380054 ~""~,o~ 
PAIIICX W~SON ~ION WAlhOI 
o~, TERRACE r B.C. o.o~ ~,,*. 
"Topsoi l "  
* Sand 
Gravel - 
"Qual i ty 
(250) 
615-5544 
"We de l ived"  
B6" The Terrace Standard, Wednesday., July.,2, 2003 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. ... 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE j 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to J 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- I 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I 
courier service. I 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
~ Dry  ~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN ( :LEANING 
*CHIMNEYS & FURNACES .SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
'*AIR DUCTS .SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
=BOILERS *CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
"FIREPLACES *REST. GREASE TRAPS 
,,Arrlc INSULATION REMOVAL *ELECTRIC SNAKE 
*AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS *FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
*PAINT BOOTHS .VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Indust r ia l  Vacuum Trucks 635-1  1 32  
I ~ t  A~UCTS Nt.t.REU.EyE.._. 
[ ~ N D  IMPROVE A~R QUArto'. 
' 300 WEATHERBY cal. Golden . TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
Eagle rifle with 3x9 scope, er industryl Network technician, 
$850. obo. 376-7630 computer technician, program- 
mer analyst, office admimstra- 
VERY EXPERIENCED 8' ' tar, For program or student loan 
camper, good for huntin', fishin' InformatiOn from our COl Col- 
or'shroomin. Three-way fddge, lege Abbotsford campus Call 
forced air furnace. New plumb- toll free today. 1-888-421-7225 
ing. Comes with jacks. $1000 ,..'. '.: , . '" 
obo. After 5pm 250-635-3789 
SAMICK PIANO for sale, Black 
gloss finish, like new. $4000.00. 
Also pine desk $150.00. Call 
250-638-8039 
;CLASS 1 Driver Training 
$1498.00. Mountain and City 
training Air Brake Coume, Pos- 
sible Job Placement and Fund- 
ing. Call Taylor Pro. Driving 
Services at 1-877-860-7627 
www.taylorprodnvin.q.com 
HOT TUB for sale, New Dec 
1998. 10 man, 10 jet aqua 
w/cedar exterlor. Still under 
warranty. $5000.00 Call 250- 
798-2027 
CLOSING DOWN AUTO 
ELECTRIC BUSINESS. All 
stock, equipment & manuals at 
cost. Everything needed to start 
in businessl Phone 250-638- 
2007 
RECESSION PROOF Busi- 
nessl Work from home on your 
computer. $25.00/hr. p/t. 
$75.00/hr. fit. Log onto 
www.cashinonfreedom.cam 
Free family vacation on site. 
LOOKING TO market your 
business to 195,000 outdoor 
enthusiasts In a Provincial Mag- 
azine with guaranteed distribu- 
tion? Call Annemade Rindt at 
1.800-661-6335 for more infor- 
mation. 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDIII 
Assembling Products - Mail- 
Ing/Processing Our Circulars - 
Copy/Mailing PC Disk Program. 
No Experience Neededl FREE 
into @ www.glfts.plus-onllne.com or 
send S.A.S,E. to: CRAFTS, 8- 
7777 Keele St., Dept 113, Ref # 
7.702, Concord, Ontario L4K 
1Y7. Call 705-726-6795 
AN EXCELLENT BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITYI Work from 
home, live your dreams, set 
your hours. Earn $1000 to 
$S000 P/T FfT. For free infor- 
mation call 1-866-528-8798 
www.workoptionsnow.com 
SIGNS. TRIMLINE 3M. Smith- 
ers. 14 yr client base. Perfect 
family operation. Franchise pro- 
tection. No fees. Training. 
$100 000+ area to be BC's New' 
Whistler. Owner moving/ret ring. 
250-847.5346 
NOW IS THE TIMEI Opportuni. 
ty for your familyl 13 unit motel 
with living quarters in beautiful 
Bums Lake. Excellent Incomel 
Phone for details. Pdce 
$350,O00.00, Mortgage avail- 
able. Don't miss this busy busi- 
ness, Owner retiring after 10 
years, Call Edc or Llnda Toll 
free 1-866-692-7471 or fax 250- 
692-4143 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY: 
Teachers - Spallumcheen Indi- 
an Band, We are seeking a 
teacher for K4-K5 (.5 time) and 
for grades 1-4 (full-time) for our 
on-resewe school. Qualifica- 
tions: *Must be in good standing 
with BCTF. *Excellent class- 
room management skills. 
*Knowledge of current instruc- 
tional practices and curriculum 
IRP's, *Experience in early 
childhood education & success- 
ful tsachlng at INs level. *Back- 
ground In the Animated Alpha- 
bet and/or Companlon Reading, 
*Willingness to work closely 
wit h a SEA and speclal needs 
students. *Wtillngness to work 
closely with parents. *Strong In- 
terpersonal, communication end 
collaboration skills. *Ability to 
relate well with Native Culture, 
Knowledge of Native Culture an 
asset. Salary: Commensurate 
with qualifications & experience, 
Closing date for applications: 
July 25, 2003. To: Spal- 
lumcheen Band, P.O. Box 460, 
Enderby, B,C., V0E 1V0, Atten- 
tion', Darrell Jones. Applications 
appreciated, but only those 
short.listed will be contacted, 
NORTH OKANAGAN GM deal- 
ership requires a person with 
great people skills for a full time 
assistant parts person position. 
Experience an asset but not 
necessary. Fax resumes to 
(250)275-7075 
DRIVER NEEDED to haul 
round bales of hay. Steady, full- 
time work beginning early July, 
Driver's abstract required. 250- 
456-7781 
TEMPORARY 1.0 FTE Grade 
5/6 Teacher with Secondary 
Physical Education. The ability 
to teach French is an asset. Ze- 
hallos Elementary Secondary 
School. Effective September 
1st, 2003 until June 30, 2004 or 
return of the incumbent. Dead- 
line 4 pro, Wednesday, July 02, 
2003. Telephone (250)283- 
2241 Fax: (250)283-7352, E- 
Mall: ~lj~mes @ viw.sd84.bc.ca 
Details are available at: 
WWW.Sd84.be.ca 
OTH HAS Immediate openings 
for ddvers and lease operators. 
Run BC/AB, Western provinces. 
Above average pay, health plan 
and fuel cards available. 1-800- 
667-3944 
BRAKE AND EXHAUST ME- 
CHANIC. Required immediate- 
ly. Full time position in the 
beautiful Fraser Valley. Must 
have a rain. 5 years experience 
in custom exhaust and brake 
repair, Valid B.C. drivers license 
required. Top wage and benefit 
pkg. Call Larry at 604-826-9119 
orfax resume to 604-826-5448 
NEEDED: HEAVY Duty Me- 
chanic and Limmit Dellmer Op- 
erators. Camp job. 14 days in 7 
days off, Call 250-963-9033 
WANTED: 23 people to lose 
up to 30 pounds this month. 
100% safe, natural & guar- 
anteed. 
www,mynew-diet.com 
Call 250-396-4305 or toll free 
800-934-8752 
A'rrN: WORK at Home, Real 
People, Real Success. We're 
ordinary people, we just follow 
an extraordinary system. We 
eam $2500-$5000+. 
www.SimplyChoose,com 
$37.g5/MONTH-FOR a phone 
line. Heconnectlon with no cred- 
It check. No deposit, No one re- 
fused. Call Need-A-Phone 1- 
866-444.3815 
Email: ta an.qer@telus,net 
CLASS ONE driver required for In- 
terior based company, 2 years Su- 
per B flat deck experience required 
on general freight. We offer 
.40/mile, tarplng, pickups & drops 
extra, direct deposit. Company op- 
erates primarily BC/BC-AB. Fax re. 
sume & abstract. 250-828-1490. 
AGGRESSIVE HAULING Co. 
seeking Class 1 long, log driv- 
ers. Minimum 5 years experi- 
ence. Fax resume and abstract: 
250-g62.1771, Three year job 
based out of Grande Prairie. 
STONES BAY Holdings Ltd 
and Lodge Contracting Ltd. are 
currently accepting applications 
for the positlon of LOG TRUCK 
DRIVER. Applicants should 
have experience In the opera- 
tion of long log hauling (on and 
off highway), hayrack, picker, 
truck belly dump and Iowbed 
transport. Interested applicants 
should forward their resume, 
references and abstracts to', 
Stones Bay Holdings Ltd,, Box 
15g9, Fort St James, B.C. V0J 
1P0. Phone 250.996-8g12, Fax 
250-gg6-8976. emall sbh@eto- 
nesbay.ca. Only those applic- 
ants selected for an Interview 
will be contacted. Those appllc- 
ants without abstracts will not 
be consldersd, 
WANTED: EXPERIENCED 
COOK for East Indian foode, 
Please lax resume to: 250.845- 
3580or mall to Box 1110, Hous- 
ton B,C, V0J 1Z0 
NEED A PHONE? Been dis- 
connected? No deposit, no 
credit, no probleml Call Insta- 
INLAND KENWORTH/PARK- phone. Re-connect.l-866-334- BEAR COUNTRY INN is now 
ER Pacific - Quesnel is current- 6782 startln.q at only. $39.95 accepting applications/resumes 
ly takng resumes for a HEAVY ONE OF Canada's largest Fi- for the position of Line cook and 
DUTY TRUCK MECHANIC. nancial Sevlces Company is sewer rain of 1 yearexperelnce 
Fully ticketed applicants will be looking for experience of Life It- necessary. Shift work required. 
given priority. Engine and elec- tensed Level 1 or 2 people, In- Please submit resume or fill out 
trical backgrounds Is a bonus, centive and Establishment mo- application at the Bear Country 
MVI certified. Competitive wage nies are available to the right Inn, 4702 Lakelse Ave, Ter- 
and benefit package. Send candidate. Please forward race.B.C 
resumes In confidence to 3150 resumes Box  159, Terrace EXPERIENCED PROCESSOR 
Hwy 97N, Quesnel, B.C. V2L Standard, 3210 Clinton St.,Ter- OPERATOR required to run 
3J4. Attn: Gord Vamplew race, B.C, V8G 5R2 Wartah Dangle head. Houston 
area. Fax resume to TNT 
Trucking Ltd. 250-845-3667 or 
Reqm'red Immediately II mall to TTNT Trucking Ltd, Box 
Q A T I~¢~DI~D Q/ '~ I~T II 1378, Houston, B.C. VoJ lZ0 
Oz-u J .~o . [  .~LUU~O~L/Z • II FULL OR part-time CERTIFIED 
' a s DENTAL ASSISTANT required 
~ ~ e d . s a ) e s  II ~enem package ana ocnus m- The successful apphcant must have related s le . . . . . . . .  ' 
experience ora post seconaary eaueadon ~noulo De a c ntivn nun nh ~ ~h~rfld , ,n  
~ ~ ° , , ~ , , , o  II beat staff and great patients 
~ s i t ~ v e  attitude II await the right person: Wages 
~ b o v e  average 'income. II negotiable. Apply to'. Dr. Boss, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  II Box 310, Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 
II 1E0 Phone 250-692-7791 Fax: 
_ ,,obco~.,.. II 250-602,4261 
c/o TerraceChr__ysler | l  ~ Northern Heahhcare 
4916 H ighww 16 West II required in the Burns Lake 
Terrace,-B.g.:VSG 1L8 II area. Call 250-692-1834 is now taking applications for a 
. . . . . . . .  II Part-Time Pharmacy Technician =, '~ l "~ ' l "~ " " % II SUPERVISOR POSITION. Ex- 
I i:,INIRA(2F II pertenced preferred. Summer Applicants must be mature and motivated to A I~ _ "_"" _=~':__'~" tl employment. Familiarity with 
V~,  t==,=,'~.n===~= II heritage and museum Items provide the best in customer service. 
• ~ ==: ;~===;~=~ would be an asset. Call 250- 
M . ,, • s . o . TERRACE,  B.C. 
Canada's largest 
Specialty Food chain is 
opening a new store in 
Requires: Retail Sales Staff 
Duties include: 
1 Selling all M&M Meat Shop products 
2. Product consultation 
3. Organizational inventory duties 
Candidates must have: 
1. Strong communication skills 
2. Initiative and motivation 
3. Good health as job demands lifting and freezer work 
4. Maturity and be service oriented 
5. Reasonable knowledge of bad preparation 
6. Some retail experience is an asset 
Full training will be provided to successful candidates. 
Interested applicants should fax a resume with a 
covering letter and rderences to: 
Mark  Andrews  
M&M Meats Shops Western Regional Off ice 
TOLL FREE 1-888-818-8582 
We thank all those who apply however only candidates 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
U AIR 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY  
The largest welding, industrial and safety 
distributor in the Northwest has a career openin~ 
for an Account Executive. This position wil|entail 
traveling to customers in the immediate tradin~ I 
are. You will be responsible for maintaining ana 
increasing sales of all products and services to 
both existing and competitive accounts. The 
applicant must be self-motivated, a team player 
and have the ambition to succeed. Previous 
knowledge or training in Welding, Industrial Gas, 
and Safety Products is an asset but not necessary. 
The company has a competitive salary and 
benefit program along with an extensive training 
and orientatian program. The company offers 
excellent growth opportunities to advance within 
the Air Liquide organizatian. 
Air Liquide - Bas fourteen locations in B.C. 
selling to a vast industry base. Air Liquide 
operates in 60 countries otthe world and is the 
largest welding and gas distributor in the world. 
Please submit your resume by July 4th, 2003 to: 
Attn: Darrell Lake 
Air Liquide Superior 
5500 Continental Way 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 5S5 
636-o785 Pharmacy Technician Diploma/Certificate and a 
background in Nutrition/Vitamins are assets. 
MAKE BOOKS Please submit your resume in confidence to: 
YOUR BUSINESS! Northern Healthcare 
Overwhelminq response to 
book and gift displays has 
created an opening in the 
Terrace area. Responsibilities 
includes dropping off samples 
and delivering or~ers. Must be 
looking to earn in the 
$30,000-$50,000 range. 
• No experience n cessary 
• Suitable vehicle required 
•Internet Access a must 
Visit us on line: 
www.premierb0oksdirect.com 
Call toll free 877-625"4766 
BE A Volunteer for the Cana- 
dian Breast Cancer Founda- 
tions' ClBC Run for the Cure. 
October 5, 2003. Call 1-800- 
561-6111 
A-1 SIDING roofing and gutters. 
We install 5" continuous gutters 
in assorted colours. Best rate in 
town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
vinyl siding and roofing. 20% 
Seniors discount on labor. 250- 
635-9714 
CLEAN YOUR house to a 
shine. Experienced, excellent 
references, Call Michelle at 
250-615-0266 , 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience. Call Richard 
@250-638-8526 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
Attn: Eric Durando 
100-4634 Park Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Due to an increased work volume, "]! 
JJM Construction Ltd. II 
j for experienced people to fill the fc J II 
positions: [I 
, Excavator and Dozer Oper, II 
talcs, Servicemen, Grademel II 
Truck Drivers. II 
of the work is in the Greater Vancouw ~m t II 
iust be able to work throughout B.C. JJt~ ~ oL t II 
struction, industrial site development, d ~,nJ II 
truction, sewer and water installations ~ la t II 
Please send resume to: II 
JJM Construction Ltd. i II 
8828 River Road II 
Delta, B.C. V4G 1B5 II 
Fax 604.946.9327 JJ 
E-mail: charriman@ijmconstruction.com J) 
is looking bl lowing 
Crane ators; 
Mechani n and 
The majority ver Area and 
employees m M carries u  
highway con  on, redging and
marine constr ti , ana aspha 
paving. 
FUEL TRUCK DRIVER REQUIRED 
Our agency bas an openbtgfor a fuU time dtqver. 
The following requirements are a must: 
• Class 1 with Air Brakes 
• Min. of 2 years driving experience 
Comply with Drug & Alcohol Policy 
: Ability to work flexible hours and shifts 
In returt~ we offer: 
• Competitive wages 
i Full Benefit Package • • : 
Uniforms : 
Safe work environment 
Please forwara yoar  resume and a current Copy i 
of  drlve~ rs abstract o: ' :: ! 
Bassani Fuels Inc. 
Houston, B.C. 
V0J 1Z0 
Fax: 250-845-3619 
Thornhill Motors has an immediate opening for a Licensed 
Automotive Technician. Experience in import vehicles an 
asset. Excellent renumeration and benefit package available 
to successful applicant. Please apply in writing to: 
Thornhill Motors Ltd. 
T ont iEMotors 
TERRACE,  B .C .  
~ L~- ]SUBARU.  
Attn: Mark Dejong 
3026 Highway 16 East, 
Terrace, BO V8G 3N5 
Phone 250-635-7286 
A position exists for a Part Time (.5) Itinerant Speech 
Language Pathologist in the Terrace/Thornhill area 
oF Coast Mountains School District #82. The 
caseload involves speech language therapy, 
evaluation, counselling, and monitoring at the 
communication development of referred students. 
The successful applicant will also provide inservice 
and awareness training for classroom teachers. This 
is a part-time, 12 month position, with normal school 
vacations at the Spring and Christmas breaks, plus 
summer vacations. 
Coast Mountains School District is located in 
northwestern B.C, and includes the communities of 
Kit mat, Terrace, Hazelton and Stewart. This position 
is based in Terrace. The successful applicant must 
have a valid B.C. drivers license and will be required 
to travel. 
Quallficatlans: Have, or be working towards, a 
Master's dearee in Sioeech Language Pathology and 
be eli.qibb ~r membbrshlp in t~e B.C. Association of 
Speech Language Pathologist and Audiologists. 
Applications and Enquiries to: 
Mrs. Dawn Martin 
Director of Instruction (Student Support Services) 
3211 Kenney St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Phone: (250) 635-4931 Local 214 
Fax: (250) 638-4409 
Emaih dmartin@cmsd.bc.ca 
Closing Date for AppIkatianst 
4:00 p.m., Friday, July 11th, 2003 
. . , . . . .  . : .  
MARKETING CLERK 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus Is seeking applications 
to fill a part- time continuing (28 hours/week) Marketing Clerk position 
commencing July 14. 2003. Salary will be in accordance with the 
Collective Agreement between the College and BCGEU Support Staff 
Scale, Level 5 (under review). Some travel may be required to other 
campuses. Evening and weekend work may be required. 
DUTIES: Provide clerical support services for the Marketing Department 
and the Drector, Communcatons & Externa! Relations, using 
databases, Internet, and desktop publishing. Incumbent wtll also do 
arch ve and research work as well as compiling advertising material, 
QUALIFICATIONS: Grade 12 Including successful ComPletion of 
academic English 12. Must be detail,oriented, well organized, and take 
Initiative. Strong oral and written communication skills.: Creative, enjoys 
working with the: public :and with :others, Works well under:,tlght 
tlmellnes, and enjoys a fast-paceddynam!c team environment. Must 
be abe to workf exlblehours to accommodate assisting with marketing 
and public relations events. Some photography skills would be an asset 
but not essent al. Computer sklils Including desktop publishing software. 
Respond in confidence by submitting a current resume and 'quoting 
competlton #03.077B to:iHuman Resources Department,: Northwest 
Community College, :533] ~ McConnell Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G,4X2 
FAX: 250.638.5475. Emall soates@nwcc.bc.ca 
i 
We thank all applicants for their ' m~v~. 
Interest, however, only those selected ~ I~ i r~ l~ ' l r~ . l~ l Ig~, l "  
for an Interview will be contacte d, ~ i "  l~w, c "~ • oM" ~uN, w ~v c~,,,,  " l  
Closing Date: July 7, 2003 : • : Take a closer look. 
"Let The 
Sunshine In!" 
Have your w~n~ow~ 
professionally cleaned, 
Business or residential 
windows up to 45'. 
635-9780 
=r~,~ 1 ~,/aulo, f/a,,~m, Zal 
I I  4~40 TuCk Arm, (. I~J ~ ..... e: wo =o, 
Bonded and Insured 
,440 HOu es.:i i 
FELTSTORIESI WANT to 
make storytime fun? Try a felt 
story. Great for daycares, pre- 
schools, schools and at home. 
Call Sandra 250-635-3191 
evenings. 
Forklift Operator Training 
Jul 11-13 • Fri/Sat/Sun * 6-10/8-4/8-4 
$250 
Worksafe: Invesllgollng SpralnslSlralns 
Jul I,~ * Men • 8:30am-5:30pm 
$99 
Foodsafe Level I . $99 
Ju114-I 7 • Mon/Wed/ThU;*; 6:3C]pm-9:30prn:~..;: .~ 
OFA Level 1 "~;- $89 
Ju117 • Thu • 8:30am-4:30pr~ :` :~ 
WHMIS.Jul 18. Frl ~. :12:30pm~;.301: m 
OFA Level III ~ : . . . . . . .  ':~%' .. . . . . .  . . . ~"..... ~ $659 
Ju121-Aug 1 ,. Mor{Ffl; 8 :30~i i30pm 
, . . .  , 
Chlldsafe . : .  ii~' .i~:',ii!~i~':i: i..:~;~i" $79 
JUt:26,,: SOt ,i,/8:30a~i301bm 
• NORTHWEST 
~ ( O M M U N I l r V  ¢OLLEG[ 
' ~ ::.; ~.: : ..... Take  a c loser  look .  
,<  
h ¸ . 
As of June. 2, 2003 
Northern illearinq  afety 
llraininq John Ambulance 
Have Partnered Up 
I St. John Ambulance& 
Horthern Hearing 
COURSES AVAILABLE FOR JULY 
July 5 
OFA LEVEL ONE $90.00 
July 6- OFA 
TRANSPORTATION 
ENDORSEMENT $90.00 
July 14-25 
OFA LEVEL THREE $749.o0 
If lhese dates do not suit your needs, just call, maybe we can help. There are a wide 
variely of courses now available, including babysitter, wilderness and marine first 
aid to name a few. Please call 250-635-5500 or fax 635-5524. 
, , ,  ' =v .  I '  ' ! ' i r~  ' i • J . . . . .  i J  ~ -  J . , ~ I • i 
:i;;404 Apar tments  > 
r Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR Is a program ofthe Terrace 
Woman's Resource Society 
and IS funded by the Ministry 01 Community, 
• ~ AboriginalandWomen'sServices j 
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
• Consolidate debts 
• One Low Monthly Payment 
• Eliminate or Reduce Interest 
• Rebuild Your Credit Rating 
Credit Counselling Society of BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE 
1-888-527-8999 
GET BACK ON TRACKI Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need money? We lendll If you 
own you own home - you 
qualify. 1.877-987-1420. 
www.ploneerwest.com 
Member o1 the Better Business 
Bureau. 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint.Spring and Summer interi- 
or, exterior, residential and 
commercial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier, Seniors 
15% labor discount. Profession- 
al quality' work. Reasonable 
rates, Free estimates. Refer- 
ences available. Call Karl. 250- 
615.0199 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
quiet,clean two bedroom apart- 
ment. Close to town, secudty 
entrance, on-site management. 
No pets. $475/m0 + damage 
deposit. Call 250-638-0404 
LARGE CLEAN three bedroom 
apartments across from school 
in Thomhill. No large pets. 
Fddge, stove, washer, dryer 
and heat included. $650/mo 
plus DD. Call 250-635-2469 
NEW ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT, close to town, 
four appliances. Non-smokers, 
no pets. $550/mo Damage de- 
posit required. Available imme- 
diately. Call 250-635.1622 or 
250-635-2250 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
, Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
HUNTINGTON I 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, qutet renovated suites 
, Ample parking " 
° Laundry facilities 
° Close to schools & downtown 
° On bus route 
° On site management 
° No pets 
° References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
f 
. . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . 
ONE, TWO & Three bedroom 
apartments available. Heat, hot 
water included. Live in manag- 
er, on site security. 250-635- 
3409 or 250-638-0015 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedroom ~tsj 
• $475 per month J 
Free hot water/recreation I • 
• Close to school and hospital J 
• Security entrance Starchoice J
Call collect (250) 877.6773 J 
PARK MANOR 
APTS• 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts., 
i~,~: Close tOsWimmi6g pool 
ii/: i & downtown. 
Re renc= muir,. 
Phone 635-3475 
I COACHMAN I| 
APARTMENTS II 
4204 N. Sparks II 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. J| 
On Site Management li 
|1 Security Entrance with III 
|1 Undercover Parking III 
i l  & Elevator. Laundry I |  
|1 facilities on each floor III 
I I On Bus Route I| 
IJ . No Pets II 
IIITo View a Cleon &Ill: 
JJ Quiet Building Jl 
JJ .. on the Bench II 
tt 638-8854 
ECONOMY TWO bedroom on 
Brauns Island. $400. Pets wel- 
come. 250-635-9102 
ONE & TWO bedroom apart- 
ments available immediately. 
Call 250-635-5136 or 250-635- 
6428 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet,new paint,laundry 
facilities.Available immediately. 
Call Tom at250-615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment In Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
ONE BEDROOM suites, se- 
cured building right downtown. 
We pay heat. Laundry facilities 
available. Perfect for working, 
older couple. $400 to $510 per 
month. Call 250-635-7585 
ONE BEDROOM unit in Thorn- 
hill for rent. Rent $325 per 
month plus Utilities. Phone 250- 
638-0438. Available immediate- 
ly. 
'ONE, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available imme- 
diately. On-site management. 
References required. 250-635- 
6428 or 250.638-(]015 or 250- 
615-0345 
QUIET AND CLEAN two bed- 
room ground level apartment. 
July 1/03. Laundry and electric 
heat. $475/month, Security de- 
posit and references required. 
Includes hot water. Call 250- 
635-1126 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, 
clean and quiet, w/balcony. Hot 
water included. Manager on 
site. Satellite "IV. No pets, dam- 
: age deposit and references re- 
quired. $475/mo. Call 250-635- 
• 0662 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, 
very clean and quiet. Laundry 
facilities. $450-month. Call 250- 
• 638-7608 or 250-638-1115 
i 
CLEAN ONE bedroom bachelor 
basement suite, downtown 
Suitable for single, quiet, non- 
smoking person. $375/month 
includes heat. Call 250-635- 
6350. Available AuClust 1/2003. 
BASEMENT SUITE $375 in- 
cludes utilities. One person. 
One bedroom, large living 
room. Shared laundry w/up- 
stairs. 4700 block Walsh down- 
town. Call 250-798-2027 
FURNISHED ROOMS or 
furnished two bedroom suite. 
Full kitchen, bath, "IV cable, all 
utilites, parking. Vehicle neces- 
sary. Rural country setting, 5 
rain to town, Hwy 16 W. $350+ 
rooms, suite $575. References, 
damage deposit. Call 250-635- 
3772 
LARGE ONE bedroom suite at 
4633 Scott. Fridge, stove, utili- 
ties included. $475/mo. Call 
250-638-8639 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite, 
fddge, stove, laundry, blinds, 
private entry, large yard. Close 
to downtown and schools. 
$525/month + utilities. Call 
250-635-4753 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, /ridge, stove, uUlites Includ- 
ed. Single working pereorl. No 
pets. Close to town. $450/mo. 
Available July 1st. Call 250- 
638-8010 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in Thornhill. Close to 
schools, laundry facilities on 
premises, no pets. Recently 
painted and with new applianc- 
es. $475/mo. Phone Rob. 250. 
638-7290 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite on Bench, close to Uplands 
school. $550/mo Includes utili- 
ties. Phone Rob 250-638-7290 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, hardwood floors, fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer, large 
yard. $620/month includes n/g 
and cable. Call 250-635-2556. 
TWO BEDROOM suite above 
ground, near school and hospi- 
tal at 2712 Tetrault. $400/mo 
plus utilities. No pets, no smok- 
ing.  Please call 250-638.1367 
after five. 
ONE BRAND new 18X24' log 
• cabin shell with loft. Ready to 
assemble. Asking $10,000.00 
Call Houston 250-845-3049 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
RETAIL SPACE for rent in 
Goblnd Mall. Call 250-635-5981 
or 250-635-3409 
ONE BEDROOM condo Securi- 
ty entrance, covered parking 
stall. Dishwasher, References 
required. Call 250.635-3042 
LAKEVIEW CONDO Granisle, 
B.C. One bedroom, fully fur- 
nished, including linens and all 
kitchen supplies. Overlooking 
Babine Lake, largest natural 
lake In B.C. Awesome fishing, 
salmon and freshwater species. 
Hunting hiking, golfing, and win- 
ter activities. Open to offers. 
Call 250-624-4718 
EXECUTIVE THREE bedroom 
duplex, downtown.Two fireplac- 
es, three baths, /ridge, stove, 
washer, dryer and dishwasher, 
covered carport. Available im- 
mediately. Phone 250-638-1885 
for appt to view. $850/mo 
FOUR BEDROOM duplex in 
Terrace. N/g heat, washer/dryer 
included. No parties, no smok. 
ing. Written references and de- 
posit required. Phone 250-798- 
9554 
LARGE 1-TWO bedroom and 
1-three bedroom duplex.Clean 
and in good condition. Upper 
Th.ornhill. Rent reduced for 
flood tenant. Call 250.635-3756 
LARGE TWO bedroom duplex" 
in Thomhill across from 
schools. Fridge, stove. Washer 
and dryer hookups. Carpets 
throughout. $500 per month. 
Phone 250-638-1702 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, high quality four plex. 
.Near hospital and bus mutes. 
Onsite caretakers, five ap- 
pliances, ng fireplace, mini stor- 
age. No pets please, $685frno. 
Call Allison at 250-635-6580 
NEW HAZELTON, two bad- 
'rooms, /ridge, stove, laundry, 
clean, convenient location, park 
like setting. $500/mo ($550 fur- 
nished) Call 250-842-4146 
leave message. 
SMALL TWO bedroom duplex, 
in ThomhilL Fridge, stove 
included. No pets, Secudty de- 
posit and references required. 
$375/month. Call 250-638-7727 
THREE BEDROOM duplex for 
rent. Located in upper Thomhlll 
on very large lot. 1 1/2 baths, 
storage room, carport. Includes 
fddge, stove and hook-ups for 
washer/dryer. $700/mo (negoti- 
able for long te~'nl ~ lease) C'all 
250-635-6905 
THREE BEDROOM duplex. 1 
1/2 baths, washer, dryer hook- 
ups. Carport, fenced yard. Lo- 
cated in Upper Thomhlll on bus 
route. $600/mo plus damage 
deposit. Please call 250-635- 
5022 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite $400/month plus a two bed- 
room upper suite in Thornhill. 
$550/month utilities included 
plus D.D. Call 250-615-6832 
or 250-635-5992. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex In 
New Remo. 10 minutes from 
town. $425/m0. New carpet and 
linD, fddge, stove, garden plot. 
Call 250-635-9266 
WELL KEPT Two bedroom, 
two bath, side by side duplex at 
3316 Sparks. Five appliances, 
hardwood on main floor. QUIET 
people with good rental refer- 
ences and no dogs. $600/mo. 
Call 250-638-8639 
THREE BEDROOM trailer. 
Large, bright livingroom and 
kitchen. Features deck, storage 
shed, and recent flooring, wind- 
ows and paint job. Includes, 
/ridge/stove, washer/dryer. 
$15,000 for sale or rent to own. 
Located In Sunny Hill Trailer 
Court. Phone 250-638-7927 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendinq Services available. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 
clean, well maintained, two 
bedroom house in Thornhill. 
This ts a perfect place for a cou- 
ple. Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds. Has to be seen to be ap- 
preciated. $500/mo + security 
deposit required. Sorry No pets 
or partlest Call 250-635-7467 
after 5:00pm or leave a mes- 
sa.qe for appointment to view. 
LARGE FOUR bedroom home, 
2 1/2 baths, fireplaces, fenced 
yard. N/S. Available August 
1/03. References required, 
4829 Walsh Ave. $900/mo. Call 
250-635-5555 
NEWLY RENOVATED two 
bedroom home with large 
fenced yard. Washer dryer and 
shop. $600.00 per month. Call 
250-635-1133 
NICE FIVE bedroom, 2 1/2 
baths house In Thornhelghts. 
Landscaped yard, fenced back- 
yard. Five appliances, Available 
August 1. $800/mo, Call 250- 
638-8639 
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BEAUTIFUL LITTLE two bed- 
room home, near schools and 
town, good nelghbourhood. 
Four appliances, large yard and 
storage shed. No smoking or 
pets. Good references essen- 
tial. $600 per month plus utili- 
ties. Phone Dave 250.635-3276 
or 250-615-6297 
FOUR BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath 
house at 4633 Scott. Frldge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Gas and 
cable Included. $850/mo. Call 
250-638-8639 
HOME IN HORSESHOE, Three 
bedrooms, large living room 
and kitchen. Frldge, stove, 
washer and dryer. Also RSF 
heater in full, unfinished base- 
ment. $700/mo. References re- 
quired. Call 250-638-0736 
LAKELSE LAKE cottage. 
Suitable for couple or single 
person. Small dog ok. Natural 
gas heat, some maintenance 
may be required. $450/mo. 
Available August 4th. Call 250- 
847-3738 
LARGE ATTRACTIVE unique 
one bedroom suite with log liv- 
ing morn and fireplace. 
$425/month. Has yard and view 
of river. Five minutes from town 
on Queensway Dr. $425/mo. 
Call 250-635-7844 
LARGE BUNGALOW, five 
minute walk to town and school. 
Five bedrooms, four bathrooms. 
Paved ddveway and carport. 
$990/mo. Call 250-615-2777 
LARGE EXECUTIVE home on 
acreage, two bedrooms, possi- 
ble third, fireplaces, 2 1/2 
baths, ten minutes from down- 
town. N/S. Available August 
1/03. References required, 
$1300 per month. Call 250-635- 
;:555 
ONE BEDROOM newly reno- 
vated house In Central Thorn- 
hill. Has electric heat. $360/mo 
includes/ridge and stove. Call 
250-635-9530 
QUEENSWAY DRIVE. Three 
bedroom home, /ridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Large shop. 
Glass greenhouse, fenced yard. 
Five min to downtown. Refer- 
ences required. $550/mo. Call 
250-635-2839 
THREE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill .Available immediate- 
Iv. $685/mo. 250.564-2695. 
THREE BEDROOM house on 
the South Side. Washer, dryer, 
fddge, stove. Available July 1st. 
$525/mo Call 250-638-7608 or 
250-638-1115 
THREE BEDROOM house, 
/ridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
Clean. Available July 1st. 
$500/mo. Call 250-638-1115 
THREE BEDROOM house. C/w 
fddge, stove, fenced yard and 
carport. References required. 
Call 250-635-3796 
THREE BEDROOM on south- 
side across from Cassie Hall 
School. Four appliances, wood 
stove, fenced yard. No smok- 
ing. orpets. $650/mo. Call 250- 
635.0818 
TWO BEDROOM + den, fenced 
yard,  deck. Washer, dryer, 
/ridge, stove. Bench area, only 
one block to Uplands School. 
Pets negotiable. Available July 
1. $750.00. Call 250-847-2624 
TWO BEDROOM house, North 
of Terrace. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Pets negotiable. 
$500/month. References and 
damage deposit required. Call 
250-635-2898. 
UNIQUE RENTAL OPPOR- 
TUNITY three bedroom house 
on acreage, only 20 minutes 
east of town.Recently renovat- 
ed.One year lease $575/month, 
two year lease $545/month. 
Call 250-638-0663 ask for 
Kathy or Brian. 
14X70 MOBILE on 2.2 acres 
two bedroom, all appliances In- 
cluding washer/dryer, 12x16 
heated shed. Pets negotiable. 
$650 month. Call 250-635- 
8131. 
FOR RENT two or three bed- 
room 14X70 trailer. #38 
Woodland Heights, $475 per 
month plus damage deposit. 
Call 250-635-0892 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fddge, stove. 
$550/mo heat included. Call 
250.635-8772. 
TWO BEDROOM trailer (large 
trailer 12X68)for rent in Sunny- 
hill Trailer Court. Available Im- 
mediately. Rent $400 per month 
plus utilities. Fddge, stove, 
washer and dryer Included. Ref- 
erences required. Phone 250- 
638-0438 
TWO BEDROOM trailer in New 
Remo. 10 mlnutes from town. 
Wood heat $475/mo. Fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer, garden 
plot. Pets allowed. Call 250. 
635-9266 
TWO BEDROOM with addition. 
Five minutes to downtown 
Bright interior, wooded setting. 
Natural gas/wood heat. Fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Referenc- 
es required. $490/mo. Call 250- 
635-2839 
TWO BEDROOM, sunken living 
room, dining morn, full kitchen, 
work room, laundry room. 
Frldge, stove. Storage shed in 
back. Large yard with fire pil 
and fruit trees. Great area for 
kids and pet~. $650/mo + de- 
posit. Call 250.638-0355 
NEW 14X60; trailer In Thomhill 
Trailer Park. Available Aug 1st. 
Two bedrooms, one bathroom, 
large kitchen and living space. 
Includes five appliances. $600 
per month. Call 250-639-2977 
or 250.632-5514 
PERFECT BACHELOR clean 
two bedroom updated trailer In 
Thornhlll. Blinds, /ridge/stove, 
washer/dryer, Included. No 
pets/parties $450/m0+ secudty 
deposit. Phone 250.635-2946 
THREE BEDROOM trailer with 
addition. Large shop, Copper 
Mountain subdivision. No pets. 
$550/mo. References required. 
Call 250-635-3064 
THREE BEDROOM two bath 
14X70 mobile home on private 
lot in Jack Pine Flats. Pets al- 
lowed. $550/mo. Call 250-635- 
5913 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
a three bedroom house. Share 
rest of home. Working person 
preferred. $260.00 per month 
includes utilities. Call 250-635- 
3126 
LARGE NEWLY furnished bed- 
room w/mini kitchen on ground 
level. Private bath, utilities in- 
cluded. Washer, dryer avail- 
able. Close Io bus mute to Col- 
lege or town. Call 250-635-4294 
after 6:00pro 
LARGE ONE bedroom suite on 
ground floor, in new home on 
quiet cut-de-sac. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Private entrance/ 
parking. Gas fireplace. No yard 
matt. Satellite TV. All utilities in- 
cluded. $585/mo. Call to view 
250-635-5237 
STARRESORT.INT. 
WE BUY& SELL 
TIMESHARES 
www.starresort.net 
1-800-985-4395 
1800SQFT TOWNHOUSE. 
Close to schools and hospital. 
Newly renovated, $650/mo. 
Quiet location, dead end of 
Pear St. Available now and 
May 1st. 250-635-9467 or 250- 
635-4220 
PAY HALF MONTH RENT for 
July,August. Three bedroom 
townhouses close to downtown 
and schools. F/s, w/d hookups, 
apartments with w/d available. 
Please call TERRACE MANOR 
250-635-4980 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
with full basement, walking dis- 
tance to downtown Terrace. No 
pets. References requtmd. 
.... $65Oper. rnonth: Call 250-682- 
5918 or 250-635-0355 
WANTED TO rent for six weeks 
- August 15 to Septmeber 30. 
Three bedroom house in or ar- 
ound Terrace. Preferably fur- 
nished but not necessary. Call 
801-944-0243 or email evendelt 
@ webguyinternet.com 
CARIBOU: 2.5 acre, approx. 
130 ft. lake/rent, 3 bedroom 
home. 4kin off main hw 7. Gov't 
lease. $65,600. Quiet/pnvate on 
Gold Rush Trail. Lots of wildlife. 
604-856-9225 
2/3 ACRE LOT for sale located 
on quiet street on Bench. For 
morn information call 250-635- 
2764 
VANCOUVER ISLAND 14.68 
acres. Visit 
www.westcoastdigital.com/pmp 
arty/ 
South exposure, hobby farm. 
Grape culture, ocean views. Old 
fir trees. For into kit 250-748- 
9317 
LARGE BUILDING lots for sale 
2/3 acres. Rural residential zon- 
ing. New subdivision, across 
from Northwest Community Col- 
lege on Hummingbird and 
Stellar's Jay Street in Terrace. 
Excellent nelghbourhood. 
$61,000 - $69,000 plus GST 
250-638-1137 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Paclf- 
Ic Paradise West Coast Van- 
couver Island Iris Lodge. 
Modern 12 unit motel, 85 seat 
licensed restaurant. 32 foot alu- 
minum tour boat. Two bedroom 
owner suite. Owner carry easy 
mortgage. Subject to negotia- 
tion. 1-688-353-7177 or visit: 
www.ldslod.qe.com 
FOR SALE In the Terrace area. 
Family business with excellent 
growlh potential. Serious inqui- 
ries. Call Gary/Sharon at 250- 
847-2412 
CONDO FOR sale. Downtown 
location 4800 block of Lazelle. 
Modern multi-level two bed- 
room, two bathroom. Complete- 
ly renovated, 12008qff. Includes 
/ridge, stove, d/washer, fire- 
place and air conditioning. As- 
sessed @ $80,300 asking only 
$68,000. Phone 250-635.6033 
evenings. 
AFFORDABLE SHUSWAP wa- 
terfront adult-living resort in Sal- 
mon Arm. Custom dream 
homes starting at $108,000 lot 
included. Vislt us online at 
www.westharbourvlllage.com r 
call 1-888-804-0043 
B8- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July ~2, 2003 
780  SUV'~ & 4x4's 8 !5 Legal Notices 
4903 GAIn AVE 3000sqft. 
Three bedrooms up and two 
down. 2 1/2 baths, rec room, 
sauna, mini bar, fenced back- 
yard, large deck. Includes six 
appliances, $127,500.00 Call 
250-635-0527 
BRIGHT AND open, three bed- 
room home on Mountain Vista 
Drive only $115,000. Laminate 
flooring, n/g fireplace and newly 
painted, Large fenced yard, 
backing onto walking trail and 
playground. Call 250-615-5591 
to view. 
FIVE BEDROOM house 1 1/2 
baths, large kitchen, living 
room, family room. Fenced yard 
with fruit trees, paved driveway. 
Includes fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer, and freezer. Nalual gas " 
and electric heat. Short walking 
distance to school and mall. Lo- 
cated at 4728 Loen Ave. Asking 
price $120,000.00. Phone 250- 
638-1870 
815 Legal Notices NO MONEY DOWN, Why con- 
tinue to rent? 1500sqft complet- 
ed, updated and well main- 
tained home. Three bedroom, ;.. 
two full bathrooms. Own this 
home for as little as $450.00 < 
per month. Recent appraisal 
available upon request. Phone 
250-635.7391 after 6:00 pm 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - ,25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or small to 
advedislng @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
OWN A NICELY landscaped 
home at Lakelse Lake. Includes 
two full baths, whirlpool tub, 
skylights, laminate floors. 
Tastefully decorated. F/s, 
d/washer. Special attention 
made to detail brand new septic 
and water system with warran- 
ty, New insulation throughout 
resulting in low heat cost, per- 
fect home for families to enjoy 
scenic 1rails and beaches. A 
must seal $142,000,00. To view 
call 250-798-2072 
PRIME LOCATION on Moun- 
tain Vista Drive (Bench area) 
Quality, well maintained 
2100sqft modern home suitable 
for family or couple. Quiet 
neighborhood, fenced baekyard 
backing onto 'greenbelt'. Four 
bedrooms, three bathrooms, 
large kitchen, 12X18 sundeck. 
Finished basement, doublewide 
garage, triple wide driveway. 
Natural gas fireplace, heat and 
hot water. New roof in 2002, 
vegetable garden, greenhouse, 
shed, concrete patio etc. Asking 
$175,000.00. Call 250-635- 
0804 
QUIET NEIGHBOURHOOD on 
the south side of town. Close to 
schools and all amenities. 
Paved driveway and beautiful 
landscaped yard. Three bed- 
rooms on main floor. Large liv- 
ing room with fireplace tastefully 
decorated. Large kitchen with 
fridge, stove and dishwasher In- 
cluded. Two bathrooms. Partial- 
ly finished basement with bed- 
room, laundry area and games 
room. Large deck to fenced 
backyard with apple, cherry and 
plum trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. Big garage/shop 
and two storage sheds, Very 
clean and a great family home. 
Located on 23211 Evergreen 
Street. For additional Informa- 
tion call 250-638-0580 or 250- 
638-1816 
RENOVATED THREE bedroom 
home, fully landscaped lot, 
3879 Pine Ave. Asking 
$90,000.00 Call 250-564-2695 
THREE BEDROOM house, full 
basement suite, six appliances, 
large deck, fully fenced back 
yard with greenhouse on a quiet 
dead end street. $149,500.00. 
250-638-1900 days. 250-635- 
9769 evenin.qs 
VERY COMFORTABLE 
1600sqft slx bedroom, full base- 
ment house on 1 1/8 acres, 
Double carport, attached glass 
green house, 17 fruit trees. On 
the Bench, between college and 
new school. $210,000.00. 
Phone 250-635-3289 
MUST BE SEEN TO BE 
APPRECIATED. Immaculate well 
maintained 2000 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom Thornheights home. 
Remodeled bath and kitchen. 
Large deck. Partially finished 
basemen! with finished den/4th 
bedroom. Large tot wilh storage 
sheds, greenhouse. Shows 
beautifully. Asking $119,900. 
Vendor leaving area, 
MOTIVATED. Call 638-6263 or 
615-8372. 
REVENUE PROPERTY. Manu- 
factured log home on ten acres. 
4 bdrm, 2 bath partial base- 
ment suite. Exc, artesian dr nk- 
Ing water. Outbuildings. Close 
to all amenities. $1000 income 
per month plus taxes $100 per 
year. Room for expansion. LO- 
CATED IN SUNNY CARIBOU. 
Call Steve 250-395-2427 
OKANAGAN LAKEFRONT Re- 
sort style living In the vibrant 
desert community of Osoyoos, 
Full ownership, lakefront villas 
and condos for recreational or 
full.time use, Starting under 
$100,000. Call 1.866.738-1002 
www.casa-deHago.ca Co.op- 
eratore Real Estate Services 
Inc. 
BEAUTIFUL LOCATION & BEAUTIFUL HOME 
3806 ROWLAND ST. 
Best Cul-de-Sac in Horseshoe 
2100 sq. fl. 4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bathrooms, living room, 
Euro-design kitchen, family room, den/office, 2 car 
garage, RV parking, garden shed, excellent family neigh- 
bourhood, patio. 
MOVING MUST SELL $159,900 
Call Lisa/Don at 250-635-8161 
' .~ .... ~ i  
REDUCED FOR SALE 
Well kept and very private 4 bedroom, 2100 sq. ft. country-s~/b 
home. Natural gas, wood and electric heat, 2 ba~s. Located at 
beautiful Lakelse Lake on ,privole fenced in park-like se,ing. 
Beautifully andscaped on 75 x200 lot. Upstairs: 2 bedrooms, bat~, 
and ~amily room. Downstairsr 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living room, 
laundry 0nd bathroom. Includes all appliances. 20'x40' 
tradesman/handyman's delight workshop, fully wired and plumbed 
with wood heat. Large greenhouse and gaze~. 
AsEing $111,900.00 
For more into call (250) 798-2456 
HORSE FRIENDLY 
,.!~.~,',~ ,~ ~'~  : ,, ~.~ ~ ..... 
This 2.9 acre parcel is well set up #or your 
horse with 24x32 barn, 2 corrals, 60 ft. 
round pen and fully Fenced. ,Also included is a 
comfortable 1441 sq. ft., 4 bedroom home. = 
~,RNRBB,NN,tt  Make appointment toview 
ROYAL LEPAGE today. Call Jim at 635-2404 
~ m l  IIIIIIllllllllllllllll 
Royal LePage Terrace or 635-6688 (evenings) 
WATERFRONT LOT. McKin- 
nley Drive, Lac la Hache, B.C. 
Rare find. Full services-gas, 
sewer, hy.dro, community water. 
Panoramic view, $79,900. 
www.recreationproperty.com 
(Car[boo Lac la Hache) 250- 
398-7492 
waterfront * counlr' L properties 
Ranches • outdoor ~usinesses 
LAN~EST 
! t ¢ n . ~L  • 0 ,•  
Intemolional Markefin 
& Float Plane 
~N~v.landquest.com 
250-798-2200 
HARRY McCOWAN 
i 
12X68 TRAILER with 12X28 
addition, Oil and wood heat. 
Must be moved. $9,900.00. 
Phone 250-635-4202 after 6pm. 
12X70' MOBILE home. #35 
SunnyHill Trailer Park. Asking 
$12,000.O0, Call 250-635-4738 
[ KEN,S111 
IMARINE 
New Yamaha 
Ef4600 DX 
s!,595.00 
Honda iO00W 
Inverter Generator 
s799.00 
1997 283 I~assey Furguson 
tractor with front end loader. 
2WD, 67hp, 246 hours. 250- 
842-5434 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocatore. Delivery 
available. Dave Crossan 250- 
567-2607. 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof.BC FCC financing. 
OAC 
PUPPIES FOR sale. Box- 
er/Husky cross. Ready to go 
July 12th. Call after 6pro. 250- 
635-1532 
SAFARI by MONACO 
- -  Diesel Pushers - -  
I 330-  505 HP, 2-  3 slides, I ~' 
I 34 - 42 ft., a new level of I 
J diesel pusher I 
I EXclusive to Voyager RV I 
IHi 
I In  VV,'V,'A'b ~'P, L,-(~I :~ '~,~. i  
CITY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION 
ROAD ABANDONMENT__AND REVESTING OF TITLE 
TAKE NOTICE THATr pursuant to Section 527 of the Local 
Government Act, the Council of the City of Terrace intends to s'-~op 
) and close to traffic Coburn Street and the portion of lane north 
c Lot 4, Distr ct Lot 360, Range 5,Coast District, Plan 3967, total- 
I ~g 572m = and both dedicated by Plan 3967, District Lot 360, 
F ]nge 5, Coast District and shown ~olched on the attached map; 
FEENEY AVE 
WU° i ~ -.,, . . . . . . . . . .  
AND pursuant o Section 525 of the Local Government Act the 
Council of the Cit,.y of Terrace intends to petition the Minister of 
Commun ty, Abor ~inal and Women's Services to abandon the 
said rood and portion of lane and vest title thereto in the name of 
the City of Terrace. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED ROAD ABANDONMENT AND REVESTING OF 
TITLE BYLAW AND RELEVANT BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY 
BE INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of Terrace Public 
Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between 
the hours of 8:30 a m to 4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday, 
June 25th, 2003, to Monday, July 28th, 2003, excluding 
Saturdays, Sundays, and Canada Day, Tuesday, July 1st, 2003. 
PUBLIC INPUT DETAILS: 
An~' persons wishing to voice their opinions regardingthis appll- 
cahon may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE COUNCIL 
MEETING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:30 P.M. ON MONDAY, JULY 28TH, 2003. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.8.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE, Chief Administralive Officer 
~.. v 
1980 VANGUARD '11' camper 
with extended bumper, stairs, 
$4500.00 obo. Canopy for full 
size Ford p/u. $800.00 obo. Call 
250-635-2213or 250-615-7043 
1983 CITATION Motorhome. 
Class A 26', good condition. A 
must see. Call 250-635-6326 
1987 341='I" motorhome. New 
tires, batteries, 454 engine. In 
very good shape. Located on 
Walsh Ave. $18,000 0bo or 
trade on house. Call 250-635- 
9123 
1996 COLEMAN Bayport tenl 
trailer. Sleeps nine. Stove, 3- 
way fridge, furnace, awning, 
screen room, Excellent condi- 
tion. $7900.00 Call 250-635- 
2852 
1997 22FT RUSTLER 5th 
wheel. Like new condition. 
$16,500.00. With hitch. Only 
used 12 weeks in total. Call 
250-638-1459 
2001 HONDA CRV GT. Fully 
loaded, bike rack, low mileage. 
Excellent condition. $25,000.00. 
Call 250-635-2197 
AUTO SALE. Re-establish your 
Suzuki LT4OOZ credit today at Wolfe Chevrolet. 
We finance all situations. We 
Sport Qu0d, 2003 Model understand. We will help. you 
can trust Wolfe. Financing vehi- $6 995 O0 cles to ourfirst Nation friends 
• for the past 50 years, Not a 
marketing group. We have over 
500 new and used vehicles on 
our lot. Call Orvis. 888-270- 
7199 orvis @ wolfechev.com 
650cc Streel Bike 
Sl,995.00 
1996 COASTAL and inland 20' 
Seaswirl, Johnson 115hp. EZ 1987 YZ2$0 
Loader trailer. Was $29,000 
new, used 3hrs,  asking New Tires 
$19,900. Call 250-798-9554 $ dl~ ~J~ IP Ad l~ 
22 FOOT Wooldfldge Sport- 
slour Jetboat loaded with every 
option Including winch/river an- 
chor, truck seats dual bilge 
pumps, stereo, colour 
GPS/sounder/fishflnder, heater, 
full canvas top etc. 2001 Cara- 
van tandem Ira er included. 
Brand new496 c.I, engine with 
20 hours total time. This boat is 
1995 CHEV Tahoe-Lt 4x4. 4 
Speed Auto. Full Power and 
Towing Package. Keyless En- 
try. Economy package. BC in- 
spection. Never Smoked in. 
No Accidents. Black with bur- 
t~undy interior. Excellent Condl- 
on. A must to see. 159,500 
kin. $17,500. Call 250-567- 
4018. 
1981 OKANAGAN 24' motor 
home. E350. Asking $10,000.00 
obo. Call 250-635-6989 
1991 GMC Jimmy $4750,00 
obo. 1990 Mazda 4X4 automat- 
ic with canopy. Phone 250-615- 
0321 
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000kin. 
$19,900.00 obo, 250.638-1831 
TOYOTA 4RUNNER. 1999 
SR5, V6 4X4 Sunroof, a/c, 
92,000 hwy kme. Extended war- 
anty. $24,995.00. Call 250-798- " 
2027 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The estate of 
CATHERINE ANNE DEAN 
also known as 
CATHERINE ANN COLLINSON 
Deceased formerly of Terrace, BC 
Creditors and others having claims 
against he estate of CATHERINE 
ANNE DEAN are hereby nolified 
under section 38 of the Trustee Act 
that padiculars of their claims hould 
be sent to the undersigned 
Administrator at#200.4630 Lozelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1 $6, on 
or bebre the 23rd day of July, 2003, 
after which dote the Executor will dis- 
I tribute the estate among the parties 
lenfitled to it, having regard only to 
Ithe claims that have then been 
I received.- 
I BERNARD MICHAEL DEAN 
I Adm~nislrator 
J Warner ~nclsfra Brown, 
• J Solicitors 
~/~BRJ:I'ISH NOTICE INVmNG APPLICATION FOR ~"v(~l  
LOLUM81A TIMBER SALE LICENCE A56437 F=,~ 
Pursuant to Section 20 of Ihe Porest Act, a Timber Sale L.icence isbeing offered for saJe. 
Closing Date: July 10, 2003 at 8:30 a.m. at the Terrace Timber Sales Office 
Geographic Location: 11 km Branch H.105 Harper FSR Term: 18 months 
Volume: 30208 cubic metres, more or less 
Upaet Stumpage Rate: $33.66 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was determlneU by the Market Pricing System, and is appli- 
cable only to coniferous green sawiog rades• 
Species: I Hemlock 22%, Balsam 75%, Spruce 3%, moreorless 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals orcorporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterpdss, CategoPj Ono (1) and/or Two (2), 
Logging System: Clearcut 95% Cable 5% 
This Ucence requires the building olapproximately 1,5 kUometres ofon.block roads, 
Applications will bo accepted by the BC "~mber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales 
Office, Skeena Business Area, 200 • 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, Bdtish Columbia 
V8G 1 L1 until 6:30 a.m. on July 10, 2003. 
There is additional matedal which the applicant must considor in their application. This 
material, appllcaUon forms, and other Inlormstion about ec Timber Sales, can be 
obtained Irem Iho above Terrace Timber Sales Office, Specify "~mber Sale Ucence 
A56437. 
BP,~'L~H NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR M~,W=, (~ 
COLUMBIA. TIMBER SALE UCENCE A50593 Forests 
Pumuant o Section 20 of the Forest Act, a Timber Sale Licence is being offered for sale. 
Closing Date= July 24, 2003 at the Terraco Timber Sales Office 
Geographic Location: Dasque Creek Term: t8 months 
Volume: 16,965 cubic m0tres, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $5.77 per cubic metre 
Tho upset stumpage rato was detormined by the Market Pricing System, end is applica- 
ble only to coniferous green sawlog grades. 
Species:" Hemlock" 45%, Balsam 51% Spruco 2%, Cedar 2%, more or less 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterpdse, CategoPJ One (1) and/or Two (2). 
Logging System: Helicopler 
Applications will be accepted by the BC ~mber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales 
Office, Skeena Business Area, 200 • 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
VSG 1L1 until 8:30 a.m. on July 24, 2003, 
There is addiUonal material, which the applicant must consider in their application• This 
material, applicaUon forms, and other Information about BC Timbor Solos, can be 
obtained from the above Terrace "Rmber Sales Office on or after June 26, 2003. 
SpecifyTimber Sale Uconoe A50593. 
__  i 
Ca~dian Community Newspapers hssl~iation 
newspapers 
tell the local story 
i ,  
OVER 200 new, used RV's. 20 
new brands. Diesel pushers to 
tent trailers. Call for the best se- 
lection and price in B.C. toll-free 
1-800-668-1447 or 
www.voyagerrv,ca 
B,C, Interior's Largest Rv Deal- 
er. Voyager RV Centre Hwy. 
97, Wlnfie]d, B.C. 
in pristine condition. $57,900. 
Canadian. Serious inquiries 
only. call Dan: 604-991-1206 or 
Wo fgan.q: 604.868.6224 
1978 18 1/2' CITATION Sleeps 
six, three way fridge, stove 
oven. Lots of storage. Excellent 
condition, very clean. $4000,00 
obo, Cell 250-638-0355 for a 
tour. 
"~ e ~ To place your 
tC I'  I 'R 11 n 1"1 7 Community Cl=, ed 
~I ' - J '~ J~L  JIJ- JL JL %,,~'1 ~ BJ,-LU; i caU this newspaper or 
i ~ V 1 toll free 1-866-669-9222 =~ [ IR¢CITI=rI¢ dassifieds@bccommunitynews.com "6 
J i~  ~ m ~m ,wwr  I l l  IW qk~l WP www.communityclassifieds,ca 
, f /REACH 2,3 f~ILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,443 
AUTOMOTIVE CAREER EMPLOYMENT HELP WANTED STEEL BUILDINGS 
OPPORTUNITY OPPORTUNITIES EXPERIENCED PAVING STEEL BUILDING 
VOLUNTEER IN AFRICA. SERVICE MANAGER. & CRUSHING personnel 
Teach Chlldren/Adutls, We ale an eslablished requhed: Rakermen, SALE...'Go Factory 
and busy Chrysler Screedmen, Paving Directand Savet* Built o 
HIV/AIDS outreach, Lead dealership o erating out Operators, and Crushing 
Marketing/Business. No of a new facility with 6 Operators. All company last and priced to sell. 
experience necessary, service bays. We are benefits available, 
AUTO FINANCING Start AugusUSeplember. looking for a Manager R01ocalion allowance may Save up to 40°/° this 
Fees apply/scholarships, who can bring a strong be available. Mail or fax month only. Free storage 
sense of people skills to resumes to: Peler's Bros. until December 2003. 
C o n t a ¢ t our Team. This Is an Construction Ltd. 716 
joselin@humana.org excellent opportunity for 0kanagan Ave. East, Meets building code, 30 
or call 413.28t.8779 the right person to Pentlclon, B.C, V2A 3K6. Year Warranty, 25 X 30, 
www.humana.org succeed with their family Fax: 250-493-4464 
in a smaller-town GAS JOCKEY & 30 X40, 50X 100. Many 
CAREER TRAINING environment.Allenquiries BARTENDER required, olher sizes, shapes 
BE AN INTERIOR In confidence to: The Room&board provided, available. Call Pioneer 
DECORATOR with our General Manager, Peyre Contact Cheryl al 867. 
unique home-study Chrysler, Box 1140, High 699.4301 Ft. Providence 1-800.668-5422. Since 
Prairie, AB, TOG 1E0. N.W.T, 
course. Cell for your flee 1-077.900.5007. Fax780- 1980. 
brochure. 1-800-267- 523-2556 LOANS 
1829, Sheffield School of PARTS PERSON PAYDAY LOANSI Bad VACATION RENTALS 
Interior Design 1698.38 REQUIRED for our credit? No credit? Ne BEAUTIFUL GULF 
MoArthurAve, Ottawa ON SeMco Team, Prior parts problem, Borrow up to 
K1L5R2 experience isa definite $1000 until payday. Have ISLANDS waterfront farm, 
asset, butnota necessity a Job? Gel a Rooms and cabins, 
COMING EVENTS for Ihe right person, Great 10an guaranteedl I hour 
HEAVEN IS A state of benefit package, quality approval, 1-866-3. simple cooking facilities. 
consciousness. Learn Chrysler t aining, and a PAYDAY 24 hrsl7 days. Single rooms from $65, 
howto expedence h aven work-ldendly envlronmont w~w.pddirect.ca cabins and deluxe 
now, Call Eckankar at arojustalewollhethlngs PERSONALS 
we oiler, Reply in IS YOUR BATHROOM accommodation also 
t-80O-LOVE.GOD Ior a confidence Io: The. holding you hostage? Do available. B.C, Ferry 
free book with answers, Manager, Peyre Chrysler, you go to the balhroom so- 
www.eckankar.orfl Box 1t40, High Prairie, often that l inlederes with service, Clam Bay Farm, 
AN, TOG 1E0. 1.877.900. your lile? If you answered 1- 2 60- 6 2 9. (~ 313. 
EDUCATION 5007. 780.523-5007 yes, you may have 
A NEW CAREER? Train PRESSMAN WANTED for overactive bladder. Talk www,clambay,com 
to be an Apartment/ commercial sheetfed to your doctor or call 
Condominium Manager, printing. Experience on t.877.225.2333 for more TRAVEL 
ManyjobslJobptacement Heidelberg GTO or Information, SILVER STAR CLUB 
assistance. All.Areas, SORMZpreferred, Full. DIVORCE SURVIVAL RESORT. Special 
time position, Good STRATEGIES,,,Before 
Government Registered company benefits, Apply spending large sums on summer weekly rates, 
Program, Information/ to Brian McEwon 780. legal lees, call Ihe Family suites with lull kitchens. 
brochure 604.681.5456, 875.3362. Faxresume LawCentmtoundorstand 
1 • 8 0 O, 6 6 5- 8 3 3 9, 780.875.3423. Meridian your fights & obligations, Prom $549 studio, $649 
www,rmlLca. Printing, 5714.44 St., Our Iswyers will present 
Lloydminisler, AB, T9V youwith youroptlons& one bedroom, See 
EMPLOYMENT OB6 oiler smart & proven www,silverstarclubresod,c 
OPPORTUNITIES EQUIPMENT stralcgies to help reduce 
THINKING OF 1988 MC TRUCK, lion yourlegaltees, safeguald om for virtual tour, Call 
RELOCATING? New GM with overloads, New yourassets &delendyour 1.800.610.0805. 
facility Iocaled In Ihe brakes, master cylinder, child custody & access 
outdoor recreational exhausts, headers, llghls, Don'tbeavicllml TIMEsHARE RESALES. 
capNal ol Canada, approx. 40,000K on 'Separate Smart,'Toll. nil® Stroman. Since 
replacement 454, Bobcat Fre01.866.879.3529. 
Squamish, B.C., looking 7' snowblade 1/2 leti on " REAL ESTATE 1979, Buy.Sell.Rent. 
SKILLS orstad yourown for a qualified GM odgina I culling edge, FORSALE Recreational, Exchange, World Wide 
business, We've built a Technician to Join our 250.545.5284 Retirement, orlnvestment Selection, Call nowl 
collection of legitimate award.winning team, FOR 8ALE MISC, Property Ihroughoul B.C, 
business opportunities Required immediately, ENERcRAFTIBAKER, Contact the experts, Niho 1.800.201.0864, 
Ihat oiler huge potenlial Please call Tim Rogers, LEADING Canadian Land & Cattle Company, 
yet arc affordable, Many Service Manager, 604. manufaclurer el portable Check out website, TRUCKS 
Includo trainlng. Suitable 898.22?7 or 1-860-892. sawmills, now have model www,niho,com, or call us A1 TRUCK LOANS, 
for both women end men, 2207 18's in B,O, for immediate 604,606.7900 
Canadian Women's delivery, See a demo, RECREATIONAL Trucks, cars, vans, SUVs, 
Business Network at FREIGHTLINER OF Save $$ on shipping. Call  VEHICLES 4x4s, crewcabs, diesels, 
www,cdnbiz.net KELOWNA requires now 1.800.367.5553 OVER 200 NEW and Credit Issues? We have 
BUSINESS LOANS, experienced Parle JUST NEWl Coral used rnolorhomee, 5th Ihemoney, Odown, 0-6% 
50,O00-5mllllon, Private Manag°r' Karmak Calcium 'Extra' 100 wheels, Irellors, van. 
money available. Have system experience an capsules and 830 mg of conversions, truck Inlerest, Feel flee 
100% pure marine coral campers, Total RV Centre 
you been rejected byyour asset, We oiler a calcium from Oklnawa, RV Llaltng SeMca, Floe to call anytime, 
bank? Business plan and competlNve wage & Japan, Serving weight pick.up Weslem Canada, Appllcations/Inventery O 
caeh flow analyale benetita package, Send 2664 rag, You comparel Voya'ger RV~ Hwy 97, 
sorvicoe. 1.666-462.6464, resumes Alln', H,R, Dept, 1.66B.319-0708, Calgary', Winfield, B.G, 1.800-B68. www',credlt.klng.¢om, 
24 hra. fax 250.76g.30~2, www,curecanada,com, 1447,www.voyagerRV,ca 24/71.800-650.4629. 
2003 FORD F350 4x4 
Crewcab loaded Lariat 
shod or long box, 15,000 
km, $45,900. Call 604- 
538-9778 or toll-flee 
1.877.538-9778. 0 367 
SECOND CHANCE 
FINANCE. We Say Yes Io 
Poor Credit and 
Bankrupts, Solect from 
Over 450 Cars - Trucks, 
4x4's • Vans, Gall Mofty 
604-464-3941, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNfflES 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK 
- you're reading them 
nowl Place a 25-word 
classified in 99 B.C. & 
Yukon newspapers for 
only $309. Call 
this newspaper for 
details, or phone 1-866- 
669.9222 ext, 3. 
www.¢ommuni~lassifi~s.ca 
EXISTING LOCATIONS 
AVAILABLE • TruaValue 
Hardware, V&S Options, 
Country Depot, No 
Franchise Fees - 
~4embers receive Yearly 
Dividends, On.going field 
support. Call TruServ 
Canada today and be part 
ol our team, Toll.free 
t.800.665.5085. 
ACCESS TO A 
COMPUTER? Pul it 
to workt $500+ 
PIT. $5000+ FIT. 
www.wlnn]ngfolks.com or 
1.888.376.9347 
DISCOUNT STORE on 
Vanc0uv0r Island, 2 
locations Io choose from, 
Both well.eslabllehed and 
currenlly operallng. Just 
step in and take ver, Call 
250-655-1962 or 250.661. 
1302 
GAIN EMPLOYABLE 
